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Have a safe and enjoyable spring break!
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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Friday, March 20,1987

Reagan
says he
didn't lie
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan conceded last night
that his Iranian policy had
turned into an arms-for-hostages arrangement, and said, "I
would not go down that same
road again.
At his first news conference in
four months, Reagan said anew
he was unaware until last November that profits from the
arms sales had apparently been
tunneled to Contra rebels in Nicaragua, and said he still
doesn't know what happened to
the money.
At a question and answer session dominated by the Iran-Contra affair, Reagan also said he
had never deliberately lied to
the public, while admitting to a
misstatement at his last news
conference in November. "I'm
not going to tell falsehoods to the
American people. I'll leave that
to others, he said after being
questioned insistently on the
subject.
He told one questioner that for
some time, "all you knew was
what I told you."
Asked whether disclosure of
the affair had complicated efforts to free remaining hostages,
the president turned the question around.
"The day that the information
leaked it was my understanding
that the other two were due to
get out in the next few days," he
said. "If it hadn't leaked I don't
know ... whether we would have
gotten more out."
Reagan opened the conference
by uttering a "rock solid"
pledge to veto any attempt in
Congress to raise income tax
rates, and called on the House
and Senate to adhere to requirements in Gramm-Rudman legislation to make spending cuts.

Sprinkler failed
in trash blaze;
could be reset
by Don Lee

wire editor
A sprinkler system which
should have been triggered in
the trash chute during a March
11 trash fire in Offenhauer West
was not, Fire Chief Jack Gonyer
said yesterday.
Gonyer will address that problem this morning in a meeting
with University Public Safety
Director Bill Bess and other
campus safety officials.
"It's a good (sprinkler) system," Gonyer said. "It just
didn't go off."
Gonyer said he will recommend that the sprinkler system,
which is automatic, be set to go
off at a lower temperature.
Sprinkler heads are placed on
every other floor in the chutes,
beginning at the second floor.
One chute runs from the top
floor in each tower to a trash
compactor on the ground floor.
In the March 11 fire, trash in
the compactor in the west tower
smoldered, spreading smoke
through the entire building. Botn
towers were evacuated for about
two hours while firefighters
vented the building.
Glenn Cook, fire safety inspector for the University's environmental services department,
said that automatic controls are
set to open the sprinkler heads
when the temperature in the
chute reaches 165 degrees.
BG News/Pe,e Fellman

Fencing business

Mark Tracy, an employee of the Toledo Fence and Supply Company, sets up a chain-link fence around
the Business Administration building as a temporary barrier for upcoming construction on the building.

Staff to maintain
dorms during break
While students are relaxing on the beaches in Florida next week,
some University staff members will be patrolling and improving
conditions in residence halls.
University officers will be checking residence halls for intruders
during their rounds; and Plant Operations and Maintenance workers wul be repairing fixtures.
Lt. David Weekly said University officers go through all residence
halls and buildings during spring break every day.
He said some of the officers will patrol on foot and will spend five
of their eight hours going in and out of buildings.
Weekly said officers have caught students residing in buildings
when it was off-limits to them, during other spring breaks.
Students caught in buildings would be charged with criminal
trespassing, Weekly said.
University staff in residence halls have noticed showers that have
been used, ovens that have been operated in kitchens, and doors and
windows that have been propped open, he said.
WEEKLY ALSO said students are able to enter residence halls
since plumbers, electricians and carpenters will be doing their jobs.
This also increases the possibilities of thefts. Weekly said most
thefts are "opportunity-oriented." The opportunity arises because it
is easier to steal something when nobody is around.
Scott Wilson, a Founders resident adviser, said the rooms are
locked, but students should take valuables home if it will make them
feel better.

Friday
D How about spring break on $4 a night?
You don't even have to sleep on the beach:
See story, page 3.
D Under U.S. pressure, Israel announces a
limited trade boycott against South Africa:
See story, page 4.
D Jerry York's Ice machine has its back
against the wall this weekend In Cambridge:
See story, page 5.

A University police officer,
Sgt. Wayne Rush, was treated
that night at Wood County Hospital for smoke inhalation. Rush
was on an upper floor of the
building, where the smoke was
heavy, without a breathing
mask, Bess said.
Bess said no masks were
available when Rush arrived at
the scene.
Rush was on the upper floor
"probably to make sure everyone else was out OK. At some
point, smoke overcame him,"
Bess said. Gonyer said there
was only about a foot of clear air
above the floor on some of the
building's upper levels.
The meeting this morning is
standard procedure following an
emergency situation, Bess said.
"We'll discuss how it (the fire)
was handled, what we did well,
what we must improve on. We
try to do that every time" an
emergency arises, he said.
Representatives from Residence Life, Offenhauer staff and
Plant Operations and Maintenance were also to be at this
morning's meeting.

Library head leaves after a y<
Dean accepts out-of-state position with private company
hu Reih
by
Beth Thnm»>
Thomas
staff reporter

by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

"WHEN THE heat hits them
(the sprinkler heads) they open
up. When the heat goes away,
they shut off," COOK said. He

also will meet with Bess and
Gonyer.
In addition to the sprinklers,
there is a door in each chute just
above the compactor that closes
when heat from a fire melts a
metal link that holds the door
open. The door in the west chute
closed, Cook said.
However, the door remained
open long enough for smoke to
spread through the west tower
from open trash doors on the
building's upper floors.

Rush Miller, dean of libraries
and learning resources, will
leave the University at the end
of June, just one year after his
arrival.
Miller has accepted a position
with a private company outside
the state, but he said he is unable to reveal the name of the
company at this time.
He said the company has
asked him to not disclose any
information because "they're
not ready to announce it internally to the company so they
don't want it announced externally."
He described his job as a highlevel management position
which was an offer too good to
pass up. He said he will be able
to elaborate on the situation in
about a month.
"After a great deal of thought,
I decided it was too good of an
offer not to take it despite not
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'After
a greatA. deal
of
thought, I decided it was too
good of an offer not to take it
despite not wanting to leave
Bowling Green."
— Rush Miller, dean of
libraries and learning resources

.>

wanting to leave Bowling
Green,' he said.
He said if he had been here a
longer period of time he would
not have hesitated to take the
job offer, but since he has been
nere for just one year, he
struggled with the decision.
"This job offer actually was
unexpected and a surprise and
the decision to accept it was one
of extreme personal anguish for
me," he said.
HE SAID most of his jobs in
bis career have consisted of
four- to seven-year tenures, and
the decision to leave after one

year has caused him many
sleepless nights and weeks of
uncertainty. However, the offer
is one he said he feels is a oncein-a-lifetime chance.
"It is one of those situations in
which there is a change of career ... and an opportunity I did
not feel would come again," he
said.
There have been a lot of rumors circulating around the
University because he has been
unable to reveal any details
about his departure, Miller said.
He said he understands these
rumors because it is natural for
people to speculate.

FJni.se Clark,
darHe said Eloise
vice
president for academic affairs,
will name an interim dean until
a search committee can find a
new dean. He would not speculate as to whether William
Miller, who was interim dean
before Miller was hired, will be
named to the position again.
Miller stressed that his decision to leave the University does
not mean he has been unhappy
here.

"It has been a very pleasant
year and I think it has been very
productive," he said.
He said he regrets he won't be
at the University to see many of
the projects he has initiated
come to completion, but he believes the library will continue
to prosper. He said he does not
believe one person determines
the success of any organization.
"If I have been successful in
any way it would be encouraging
people here to expand and put in
place ideas they have had," he
said.

News in brief
Rock evangelist here Thurs.
Christian rock star Carmen, known for his
spirited approach to evangelism, will perform at
Anderson Arena Thursday, March 28 at 7:30 p.m.
The grammy nominee s album, "The Champion," is ranked as one of Billboard magazine's
top ten inspirational albums of 1966.
The concert is being sponsored by Dayspring
Assembly of God, Dunamis Christian Fellowship
and radio station WJYM.
Tickets for the concert will not be sold before

March 26. Instead, a $1 admission fee will be
charged at the door, and a free-will offering will
be collected.
-byBeth Thomas

Garcia murder trial postponed
The trial of the last suspect in the 1980 murder
of a University freshman has been postponed
until May 11, Wood County Common Pleas Judge
Donald DeCessna said yesterday.
Roielio Garcia. 23, formerly of Perrysburg,
was to go on trial March 30. The trial date was

postponed following a hearing yesterday in Common Pleas Court, DeCessna said.
The postponement was requested because a
second defense attorney was put on the case,
DeCessna said. Scott Hicks, a WoodviUe attorney, will also represent Garcia in addition to
defense attorney Charles Boss, of Maumee.
Garcia is the fifth and final suspect in the Nov.
16, 1980 murder of University freshman Steven
Bowers, 18, of Canton. Four others have been
found guilty in other trials.
Police say Garcia fled the state the day after
the murder. He was arrested in July 1966 by FBI
agents in Houston.
-by Don Lee

Editorial
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Think of the future
As the House of Representatives passed a vote
Wednesday to allow states to increase the speed
limit on rural interstate highways to 65 mph, a
congressman triumphantly announced, "The energy crisis is over."
what next? Will President Reagan appear on TV
to encourage people to leave lights on when they
leave a room?
The stickers on light switches that read "Conserve energy: turn off lights when not in use" are
faded and peeling now, the last vestiges of the oil
crisis of 1973, when prices rose and cars lined up for
blocks to get gas from the rare stations that had
any of the precious fuel left.
But now we reap the low fuel prices resulting
from OPEC in-fighting, and the 55 mph speed limit.
once deemed an essential regulation to curb fuel
consumption, is finding resistance in our speedoriented culture.
An assistant professor in the University's biological sciences department, however, said he believes
we've become complacent in recent years, which
could lead to an even greater crisis than the 1973
shortage. He said that oil supplies on the continent
won't sustain us for long, and in the end the United
States will be even more dependent on foreign oil.
The oil supply is not the only consideration in the
vote to allow states to raise the speed limit. There is
the question whether 55 really does save lives.
There is the question of whether the limit encourages disrespect for the law because speeding,
particularly on long stretches of open highway, is
so difficult to detect.
Then there is the argument that people automatically speed, so a 65 mph limit will mean most
people will drive closer to 75.
The actual truth of any of these arguments is
debatable. Certainly, 55 mph may be unnecessarily
slow on a dry, smooth highway in Nevada or
Kansas.
However, the fact remains that the 55 mph limit
has reduced America's fuel consumption by $2
billion per year. That saved fuel may be in demand
by our children, or even ourselves.
While driving through the western plains at 70plus mph, heedless of fuel consumption, drivers
might reflect that at one time, Americans recklessly shot buffalo from moving trains, thinking that
the buffalo would always be around in abundance.

Separate fact from fiction
by Robert Silverman
David Thoreen.
Shall we let him continue to
work or kill him before he does
any more damage to the 18-yearold, but apparently helpless,
minds of his students?
It seems that the innocuous
interview a few weeks ago in the
BG Newsol this underpaid graduate student/teaching assistant
has turned into a frisky debate
over the very worth of Thoreen's
existence. Now, there are some
who believe Thoreen should be
hanged from the fake bell tower
in front of the Education building, or at least, be publicly humiliated. And then there is the
other side.
I believe this debate should be
cleared up once and for all and
so I offer a guide to help separate the FACTS from the FICTIONS.
FACT: The three persons who
were critical of Thoreen's life all
happen to be seeking bachelor
and bachelorette degrees from
the creative writing department.
FACT: David Thoreen, plus
Brian Russo, the writer who
wrote in Thoreen's defense, plus
myself, all happen to be seeking
master's degrees from the creative writing department.
So now, in all of our artistic
glory and with all of the BGSU
students as witnesses, what
started as Thoreen's unassuming honest response in an unsuspecting interview has turned
into existential warfare, a
twisted battle between the bachelors and the masters of creative writing. And since I already
have one master's degree and
am about to get my second, I
consider myself a master and
one-half, and with the power
invested in diplomas this gives
me the right to make these
judgments.
FACT: A creative writer is
one who uses lies to create truth.

Therefore, since all of us involved are creative writers then
it is possible that we are all lying
through our teeth and none of
you witnesses know the difference. Welcome to the hallucinatory world of poetic license.
FICTION: Everything we
read in the newspapers about
people and events is true.
FICTION: Everybody who
works likes their job.
FACT: Teaching is just a job.
FACT: Graduate assistants
are not trained teachers; they
are students who are used by
universities across the country
to teach classes. The reason for
this is that universities do not
have enough money to hire full
professors to teach all of the
classes offered. Anybody with
even half a bachelor's degree
should be able to understand
that.
FACT: Those publicly criticizing Thoreen have not seen him
teach and do not have valid
evidence to base their comments upon. All they have are
fictional dreams which they
have manufactured in their own
imaginations.
FACT: Thoreen has become a
scapegoat for unorganized an-

ger that should be aimed at the
educational system and at the
funding sources of that educational system.
In other words, you young
misguided allies, if you had not
only read Thoreen's comments
but also understood them, which
is what Russo suggested in his
letter, you would realize we are
on the same side-don't push
your luck.
FACT: Thoreen is talented
enough to be able to do two
things at once. He can:
1) Teach his class in a competent manner (I have heard him
speak about the subject which
he teaches and he is competent),
and, I know this next part is
hard to believe, but it is still
true, at the very same time he
can:
2) Criticize the system which
he is a part of.
In the adult world, for those of
you just learning, this concept of
criticizing though remaining
competent is known as "being
professional."
FICTION. Information about
contraception prevents conception.
RELATED FICTION: The information given to 18-year-old

adult students by graduate assistants is powerful enough to
close the minds of those students.
In other words, it is not information alone that opens or
closes the mind or the legs; it is
what one does with the information once they receive it.
Now, I don't want to be too
snotty here, just a little bit will
be fine. But I do want to say that
I get frightened when people,
artists especially, attack another's right to criticize. Thoreen
does have the right to criticize. I
also sympathize with Thoreen's
critics who have valid comElaints about an educational sy san that allows incompetency,
sometimes even fostering it
through the imperfections of the
tenure system, or through the
use of untrained graduate assistants. I'm sure all of us have
been in the painful situation of
sitting through a mandatory
class taught by an idiot. However, I can assure the readership that Thoreen is not one.
FACT: What is reality?
FICTION: I know the answer.
Silverman is a teaching fellow
in creative writing from Champaign, Ol.

Letters
'Head to Head'
rebuts editorial
In your editorial "Getting the
full story," which appeared in
the March 18 News, you referred
to "other campus media" as
being "neither fair nor objective?
Since it is obvious that our
show, "Head to Head," was one
of the media attacked, we are
compelled to reply to your comments.
On Sunday, March 15, at 7
p.m., "Head to Head," a talk
show on WBGU-FM, spent the
last half-hour discussing recent
revelations about the Kelly McCoy administration. This special
report was supported with a
variety of sources within the
Undergraduate Student Government, most of whom were cabinet members.
We believe your attack upon
us as "journalists" is unjustified.
You failed to mention that an
attempt was made to get the
"other side" of this story. We
contacted Kelly McCoy, who refused comment on the issue and
could not be reached thereafter.
Also, you failed to point out
that a guest from USG was
scheduled to appear on the
show, but canceled late Friday
afternoon. Editor's note: The
editorial indicated that most of
the USG members involved refused to go on record with their
information.
The orientation of "Head to
Head" is to deal with controversial issues. Since this issue is

very important to our listeners,
we felt the show must go on
despite the "other side's" choice
not to be represented.
Also, most of the sources from
USG are quoted and on record,
with a minority of the sources on
record, but not identified. Using
"unnamed sources" is common
practice of professional "journalists," as you may or may not
know.
Most major newspapers and
other types of media in America
use this technique. Where would
news from Washington be without use of "unnamed sources?"
Without the use of this technique, Watergate would not be in
our history books right now.
You stated that reporting
should not be done "before all
the facts are in." First, we made
a point to inform our listeners
that some of the information
presented was, at that time, nonconclusive. We feel that it is not
a "privilege," but a responsibility for our listeners to report
these "allegations."
In addition, it was from your
inconsistencies in reporting the
story that we felt obligated to go
on record. Furthermore, you
failed to recognize this as ongoing news. It was not our goal
to completely deal with this very
serious issue in one show. It was
our intention to set the stage in
hopes of resolving the issue.
Consequently, it must be
pointed out that the News has
not carried a story on USG since
last Friday, despite major developments occurring. If you
had the facts, why did you hold
them back? We now question
your decision not to run trie story
and believe it was not based
upon your stated idea of "profes-
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sionalism" or "journalistic responsibility," but upon your desire not to upset a system.
Our main objection to your
editorial, though, was that the
JVews blatantly switched the focus from an important local
story to a petty attack upon
other campus media.
From all this we ask, in whose
interest does your form of "journalism" serve? Certainly not
your "constituents."
Duane S. Poblman, host,
"Head to Head"
Sharon Abramovitch, director

A note of thanks
A special thanks to a special
teacher and friend:
The University recently hired
a professor to its Architecture/Environmental and Construction Technology programs.
His name is Dr. Jesse D. Mireles
and he is quick to tell you he is
from Houston, Texas, and a University of Houston alumnus.
Aside from Dr. Mireles having
taught us this semester such
things as construction management, architecture, facilities
planning, research in design,
schematic, working and presentation drawings, how to conduct
a professional presentation for
industry and then doing it for
real, how to dress for success,
how to talk professionally, etc.,
etc., etc.
He has also taught us about
love, respect, responsibility,
Gride for our work, pride for our
niversity, punctuality, preparing a professional resume, confidence in ourselves. He has
written to most of our families to
give them a progress report on
us. He has filled lengthy applications for awards or scholarships
for many of us and written our
families congratulating our progress.
We can find Dr. Mireles at the
University seven days working
on something or helping someone, always helping.
He pushes us when we need
pushing but knows when to ease
up and give us some space. He
rewards us for our efforts and
has a little "prayer meeting"
with us when we get off track.
These items would seem like
the kind of things all teachers
should be involved in with their
students. If it were, then I would
not be writing this letter of
thanks.
In conclusion, a special thanks
is in order to Dr. Mireles.
Thanks for caring so much
about your students. From your
1987 Senior Design 450 Commercial Architecture class and others.
Ann DeVlctor
48*1 Southbridge
Toledo

Reasons for the shanty
by Dianna L. Borsi
We'd like to explain the "eyesore." A good deal
of what we have to say will be recognizable
because most of it has been in print at one time or
another since November. Now that we have your
attention, however, we'd like to remind you where
this all started.
The Progressive Student Organization is composed of a group of students who share concerns
which branch from the local level (i.e. racism on
campus) to the state and national level (i.e. the
proposed tuition increase for state schools in Ohio
ana the changes in financial aid) and on to the
international level (i.e. apartheid). The PSO sees
all these issues as being related - inequality and
social inequities are not isolated incidents, but
must be seen holistically.
So why the shanty? The PSO coalesced originally around the call for divestment (those who
would like details should pick up a copy of the The
Catalyst, the PSO newsletter). Also the shanty
serves as a visual reminder of the prevailing
environment of inequality which keeps black
South Africans separate and unequal.
In discussing the matter of divestment with
University students, the group saw that a symbolic representation of these conditions was
needed to bring the point home to them. If our
fiduciary agent - the BGSU Foundation, Inc. - is
content to produce interest to fund minority student scholarships from investments in companies
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which deny the fundamental equality of all people,
and which provide capital to continue the denial of
human rights on the basis of skin color, something
is terribly wrong.
And the "eyesore" - which should make one's
heart and soul sore (providing one is equipped
with both), rather than one's eyes - will remain
until the hypocrisy is recognized and corrected. It
does not matter how many times it must be
rebuilt - the proper paperwork to keep the shanty
on the Oval will be maintained until our request is
met.
The investment committee of the BGSU Foundation will be meeting on campus in the Mileti
Alumni Center on Monday, March 30 at 11 a.m.
The presidents of USG and GSS have been invited
to address the committee regarding student concerns. Then in May, the committee will make its
recommendation on divestment to the full foundation board. Several student organizations - PSO,
Peace Coalition, African Peoples Association,
Third World Graduate Association, GSS, Amnesty
International, Caribbean Students Association,
Environmental Interest Group, LAGA, Social
Justice Committee, AFRICA and the Latino
Student Union - have already united to send representatives to the meeting to show student concern, and to send the message that the
committee's decision will be scrutinized closely.
Join us at 10:30 a.m. at the Mileti Alumni Center
on March 30, and learn how to make a difference.
Borsi, a senior public relations major, is a
member of the Progressive Student Organization.
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Dean joins national panel
by Judy lmmel
staff reporter

A University dean has the
opportunity to influence national
standards for education majors
because of his recent appointment to a national committee.
Roger Bennett, dean of the
College of Education and Allied
Professions,
was recently
selected by
the American Associat ion for
Colleges of
Teacher Education to
serve on the
subcommittee on el- Bennett
ementary education.
The subcommittee will research and write a publication
on the preparedness of elementary education teachers. Bennett expects the report to
recommend a higher set of stan-

dards for elementary teachers
in regard to a core of courses
and experiences that should be
completed before graduation.
"After the report is endorsed
by the association, the members, who are deans at universities nationwide, will probably
adopt the standards, but they
are not mandated," he said.
University President Paul
Olscamp mentioned Bennett's
appointment in his address to
the Board of Trustees last Friday, calling it a "critically important committee."
Participating in professional
education associations is nothing new to Bennett, who became
a University dean in July 1966.
He is currently a member of
several other national groups.
"Education has a lot of divisions and there are representative groups for teachers,
administration and each of the
disciplines," he said.
Bennett served as the dean of
education at a number of univer-

Hostels provide option
by Sean Smith
reporter
Instead of paying $250 for a week in Florida, how does New
England for $4 a night sound?
A traveling alternative to the high price of hotels is the youth
hostel.
Hostels are inexpensive lodgings which usually consist of simple
facilities such as cots and community restrooms.
Hosteling is a familiar term to bike riders who enjoy cross-country
journeys but can't afford to stay in hotels.
The Council of American Youth Hostels organizes trips for hikers,
skiers and bikers which include stops at hostels, allowing travelers
to meet with other travelers.
David Neumann, a doctoral candidate in the interpersonal and
public communications department, was a guide for a biking trip
through New England in 1964.
"I led 13 teen-agers through New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and New York. We got to meet a culturally diverse group of
people," he said.
Matt Kimmel, junior IPCO major, agrees.
"I met everybody from winos to PKD.S," he said. "It's really a
different way of traveling.
"All the hostels are different. We stayed in everything from old
churches to an abandoned railroad car, Neumann said.
Jim Karlovec, president of the University's Bike CTub, once stayed
in a cabin built by the Work Projects Administration 40 years ago.
"Once, in Nantucket, a hurricane hit the lighthouse we were
staying in," Neumann said. "The windows smashed in and the storm
wrecked the place. In the morning, we all helped clean the place up.
Then we were on our way."

sities, including the University
of Wisconsin at Oshkosh, Rhode
Island and Memphis State, before coming to the University.
"Bowling Green has a strong
national reputation in education
and I'm happy to be here," he
said.
The basic goal of the College
of Education and Allied Professions is to turn out well-educated
professionals, he said.
The quality students who go
through the program and the
strong faculty in the department
make University education
graduates desirable to employers, he said, adding that the
teacher recruiters recently at
the University said that they
were pleased with the performance of University graduates.
The University is one of the
largest producers of teachers in
the country, but numbers are
not enough, he said.
"We're constantly looking for
ways we can be continuously
improved," he said.

BG News, Michelle Thornewdl

Off To England

Two members of the University rugby team, Ed Cvelbar, senior construction technology major, and Dave
Evans, senior industrial arts education major, departed yesterday for Oxford, England, where (hey will
compete with four other teams.

Grads help local governments
by Kay Fisher
staff reporter

veys being sent out the first time
and 800 the second.

Some graduate students are
not just studying for themselves,
but are doing the studying for
someone else - Ohio's local governments.
Recently Mark Drennen, public administration graduate assistant, completed a study for
the Put-In-Bay village on South
Bass Island in Ottawa County.
Drennen was requested by
village Mayor Steve Urge to
Crepare a study last year after
rge became concerned that
there may be a problem with
"too much government" on the
island.
Drennen's yearlong study involved distributing a questionnaire to island residents to
obtain feedback on such items
as the quality of life and government structure on the island.
He said the rate of response
was 64 percent with 1,14*5 sur-

He concluded from his study
that residents were concerned
about sewer and water service,
road repair, fire protection and
overcrowding in the summer
from the tourists.
Drennen then suggested to the
residents and mayor that they
seek annexation of their property to the village of Put-In-Bay.
"I enjoyed doing the study,"
Drennen said. "I was working
on something to help out a community, serving as their consultant."
Graduate students such as
Drennen are involved in a special public administration program at the University.
The Ohio Rural Universities
Program is a program that fo-

"... I learned more doing this project
than what I've learned in any of my other
classes."
— Mark Drennen, graduate assistant
cuses on providing assignments
to graduate students and allows
them to work for local government administrations.
Frank McKenna, director of
the graduate program in public
administration and assistant
professor in political science, is
the director tor the University's
Rural Universities Program.
"The program is only two
years old and has received
strong positive feedback," McKenna said.
The Ohio Rural Universities
Program is the rural version of
the urban programs which are
located at such universities as
University of Cincinnati, Cleveland State. Kent State, University of Toledo and Ohio State,

McKenna said.
The first area of the program
involves applied research. McKenna said this involves studies
done to benefit northeast municipalities.
The second area is the training and development process.
This area involves workshops
done for a government and its
officials.
The third area is technical
assistance, which is Drennen's
area, McKenna said.
Drennen said that the results
are very beneficial.
"I got experience in writing
and analyzing. Actually, I
learned more doing this project
than what I've learned in any of
my other classes."

Koppo Delta thanks everyone who participated in the

CL€ftRfiNC€
SAl€

Shamrock Project- Jall-N-Bail on Saturday, March 14

1987 JRIl-N-BRIl RRR€ST€€S
Kim Page

KorenQuzts

Hiedi DeWitt

Thomas GWmore

Seon Brown

Kothy flosemeyer

Pom Walter

Debbie Kreokbaum

Brent (vans

John Moregort

Michael loflond

Kim r*B housemom

Beth Gilbert

Chris Chevrant

Kathleen O'NeH

fimy Rouikns

Potty WKoms

Michael Sleber

JiCompbel

Wendy Hoke

Jen Vargo

Doug Buch

Urn Thorpe

Bill Stombrough

Rob Hoffman

Wayne CoMn

Kothy Modlgo

Tony Corroo

UsaHolmeck

Steve RcWph

Robin Schuiarzenberg

J* Hooper

Beth Stephen

CdMohls

WUeuSlevlns

Louro MonVlckar

Chris Shuff

John Bemer

Cheryl Storr

Michelle Karl

JonZwmsM

Susl Palmer

Note Purely

Diane Mgels

Sen Rossi

Crist v Agnes

Laura Velen

Oreg Rrpajlon

Melody Dodge

Kevin Motus

Kevin Pence

Mllte Young

M Savage

Jeff Code

Tom Ferrony

Robin young

Joe Leonard

Hal Warning

JodUer*

Jeff Rienhort

SuthaShon

Jeff Ac

Ronnie Valentino

flndy Stele*

Jackie Keeton

Kim Vincent

Crotg Da vk

DonBrettbort

flmy McComent

CotnuOoMeu

Donna McKee

Steve Lewis

Rich Slzemore

Tom House

Glenn Hetver

Seon Kelu

Terry Furr

RIckHoujkins

SfW€
UP TO 75%
ON
S€L€CT€D

T-Shirts &
Sweatshirts
(WHI16 SUPPLV LASTS)

Bee Gee Book Store
Across from Harshman

Thanhs to you we raised over s900.°°. fill proceeds

353-2252

benefit the National Prevention of Child Rbuse and
>

the Children's Resource Center of Bowling Green.
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Elsewhere
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'Israel curtails trade with S. Africa
j Sanctions are in response to U.S. pressure to cut military aid
:
:
:
:
;
;
•
■
•
!
■
'
.

JERUSALEM (AP) - Heading off a confrontation with the United States, Israel
announced yesterday it would not sign contracts for new weapons sales to South Africa
and would reduce its close trade and cultural ties with the country.
The Israeli decision, announced by Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, followed pressure from the United States to end military
trade with a South African government that
maintains a policy of apartheid.
The sanctions left the Israeli government
with room to maneuver in its 38-year-long
relationship with South Africa by failing to
end existing weapons contracts or to cut off
all trade.
Israel does not discuss weapons sales, and
it was not known how long existing contracts
run or what kind of licensing arrangements
Israel has with South Africa for the manufacture of Israeli-designed weapons.

A government panel was appointed to
recommend further sanctions within two
months and to specify which trade links
would be curtailed, Peres said.
Israel has been reluctant to take action
against South Africa because of the close
business ties between the two countries and
because of concern for the welfare of South
Africa's Jewish community of 120,000.
SOUTH AFRICA also is a major customer
of Israel's billion-dollar-a-year arms industry, and loss of that market could hurt the
economy and cost jobs in Israel.
But the 10-member inner Cabinet acted in
anticipation of a planned April 1 release of a
U.S. government report that is expected to
list Israel as one of the top five weapons
dealers with South Africa.
Such a finding could jeopardize the -U.S.

military aid to Israel, which was $1.3 billion
this year. The Anti-Apartheid Act adopted
by Congress last year says nations that sell
weapons to South Africa could lose U.S.
military aid.
The United States bans sale of American
arms to South Africa because of the country's policy of racial separation.
In Washington, State Department spokesman Charles Redman said, "We welcome
this step as a positive development."
Israeli leaders also are seeking to avoid
another collision with U.S. policymakers
after the tension built up this month over
Israel's handling of a spy scandal involving
former American Navy analyst Jonathan
Jay Pollard.
Pollard, an American Jew, was sentenced
to life in prison on charges of spying for
Israel.

News Digest
Toledo-area indictments
target 'airplane' fraud
TOLEDO (AP)-A Lucas
County grandjury yesterday
indicted four Toledo area residents allegedly involved in a
pyramid scheme that lured
thousands of Ohioans to buy
seats on imaginary airplanes.
The indictments bring to
eight the number of Ohioans
charged in the scheme. The
Sames are a form of gamling and violate the state's
pyramid sales law.
Two of those -indicted yesterday allegedly earned
$3,000 in one game, prosecutor Anthony Pizza said.
The pyramid game has
earned some participants up
to $300,000, and spawned
smaller games involving helicopters. Pizza said the games
have died out in the Toledo
area, partly because they
were so widespread that
there were few people who
had not played.

Charged with participating
In a pyramid scheme were
Leslie Taubb, 46, Ronald
Swartz, 51, both of Sylvania;
Patricia Prowant, 40, and
George Ray, 22, both of Toledo, Pizza said.
Taubb and Swartz allegedly
played the game Jan. 22 at a
muffler shop in Toledo. The
game broke up when police
infiltrated it, Pizza saia.
Prowant is charged with
two counts, alleging she
earned $3,000 in one game and
$750 in another Jan. 25 and
Jan. 27, Pizza said.
Ray is charged with one
count, alleging he received
$3,000 in a game Jan. 22 at his
home.
Participants who are
charged could face a maximum sentence of 18 months in
jail and a $2,500 fine upon
conviction.

Senate passes highway bill
despite Reagan veto threat

THE BETTER DEAL DEALER

It's spring now at Maumee Ford

Spring Clearance Specials

'87 Escort
Starting as low as
$6,362."
'87 Ford Conversion
Van
Starting as low as $16,991."

Ford Taurus
3.9% financing or $400.°° Cash back
Starting as low as $10,872."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
$88 billion highway bill hit a
snag in the Senate yesterday
as President Reagan threatened to veto the measure and
Republicans readied an effort
to remove hundreds of millions of dollars worth of controversial construction
projects from the legislation.
Despite the veto threat, the
Senate passed the bill by a
vote of 79 to 17.
But a separate piece of legislation which would allow
states to increase speed limits to 65 mph on rural interstate highways was set aside

But Republicans planned to
amend the speed limit provision by adding to it the version of the massive highway
bill passed earlier by the Senate but which did not contain
the construction projects in
question. That would, in effect, delete those projects.
Those so-called demonstration projects would cost $890
million in federal aid over
five years.

Celeste aims to keep limit
at 55 in Ohio, regardless
COLUMBUS (AP) - A new
federal law permitting the
states to increase speed limits on rural interstate highways to 65 mph may trigger a
fight in Ohio, where (Jov.
Richard Celeste wants to
keep it at 55 mph.
Sen. David Hobson, ItSpringfield, already had a bill
to increase the speed limit
pending when the U.S. House
acted on Wednesday to remove a federal mandate for a
55 mph limit that was enacted
during a national energy
shortage in 1973.

He said yesterday that he
thinks the federal bill, unless
vetoed by President Reagan,
will give impetus to his proposal. Senate President Paul
Gillmor, R-Port Clinton,
while not promising to support Hobson's bill, indicated
he will order hearings.
"We will get into the testimony and go from there,"
Gillmor said.
House Speaker Vern Riffe
Jr., D-New Boston, echoed
Gillmor's comments, saying
that he wants to let a majority
decide.

Do you really
need new glasses
in one hoi

Fo you really
want to pay
the price?
Sure, some places offer you one
hour service on your prescription
but check out the price Is it
worth it to spend that much
more' We don't think so
At Burlington Optical, we offer
one day service on most prescriptions at the same price we d
Single Vision

Ask about theWetter Deal Dealer Promise

and sent to a committee.
Under Senate rules, the
highway bill - a House-Senate compromise - cannot be
amended.

$3488

charge if you waited a week
You get the highest quality
lenses and one of the area's
largest selections of frames
We think our way of doing
business is sensible...
so are our prices.
Standard Bifocals

$5488

Includes glass lenses and frames tye exam pnced separately

893-7651
1369 CONANT ST. • MAUMEE CAR SOURCE

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
Toledo

3153 W. Sylvania
Toledo

Stadium Plaza
Bowling Own

382-2020

472-1113

352-2533

' W Bu'iingioP Of>tic«">M"

Sports
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Tumblers face Michigan
in Mid-Am title warm up
by Andy Woodard

sports reporter
With only a week to go before the Mid-American
Conference gymnastics championships, Bowline
Green gymnastics coach Charles Simpson wanted
to compete against a quality opponent.
The Falcons, 8-3 overall, will meet such an
opponent, Michigan, tomorrow in Ann Arbor at 2
p.m.
"I scheduled this meet the week before the MAC
championships because I wanted a good meet with
a good team to get us ready for the MAC,"
Simpson said. "I want to see how we can do,
(because) they are traditionally strong."
Simpson said the meet will also help him determine the line-up for the MAC, which will take

place March 29 at Eastern Michigan.
"I going to test a lot of people and give each a
chance to prove they can contribute at the MAC,"
he said.
Third-year UM coach Dana Kempthorn's squad
is currently 9-5 overall, 1-3 in the Big Ten. Tneir
average team score is around the 179.0 mark, with
a high of 180.7 coining against Michigan State.
Wolverine's Janne Klepek (37.25 in the allaround) and Angela Williams (37.15) lead the
team.
Klepek bests the squad on the uneven bars (9.45)
and the floor exercise (9.4), while Williams holds
team honors on the vault (9.5) and the balance
beam (9.5).
Kempthorn was in practice and unavaible for
comment about the meet at press time.

Underdog icers eye title
by Tom Skemrvitz
sports reporter
A new sort of feeling has come
over the Bowling Green hockey
team.
For the first time this season,
the Falcons enter a series as
legitimate underdogs. Despite
BG's impressive 33-8-2 overall
record this season, the Falcons
will have their backs to the wall
against Harvard, tonight and
tomorrow night in Cambridge,
Mass.
Face-off begins at 7:30 p.m.
both nights in HU's Bright
Hockey Center. The winner of
the series will be the team which
scores the most goals in two
games.
BG, the third-seeded team
from the West region, qualified
for the tournament as an atlarge bid. The Crimson, secondseeded in East, finished first in
th Eastern College Athletic Association giving them an automatic home-ice advantage in the
quarterfinals of the NCAAs.
That home-ice edge is what
BG coach Jerry York fears the
most. Harvard holds an outstanding 27-1-1 mark at home in
the last two seasons.
"I think it's true that we're

underdogs only because we'll be
playing in their rink," York
said. '"They're an impressive
team. But six of the eight teams
(in the NCAAs) are very good
teams including us, so anything
could happen."
The advantages do not end
there for the Crimson.
Many believe HU possesses
the quickest team-speed in the
country. The Crimson rely on
the speed of their high-scoring
forwards.
BG has had trouble all season
skating with the faster teams of
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association. Quick-skating
Suads like Michigan State and
inois-Chicago took advantage
of the Falcons' slower defense
on many occasions.
The slowness of BG's defense
may be exploited even further
against the 26-4 Crimson. The
Falcons will invade New England without two of their defenseman.
Brian McKee was dismissed
from the squad by York earlier
in the week. The coach cited his
defenseman's cutting of class as
the reason for the punishment.
Alan Leggett will also miss the
trip because of a sprained ankle
suffered in the CCHA playoffs

two weeks ago in Detroit.
York said he would move BGnative Steve Dickinson back
from offense to defense a sixth
defenseman. Dickinson has
dressed only three times in the
last two years, all as a forward.
The pressure will fall on cocaptain Todd Flichel, Tom Pratt
and Scott Paluch. Together they
form an experienced trio of defenseman. But they will be
called on to do more than their
share of work this weekend.
"We're going to see Todd,
Tommy and Scott on the ice a
great deal of the games," York
said.
The trio's main objective will
be to stop HU forwards Lane
MacDonald (35-28-63), Allen
B our beau (20-31-51) and Tim
Barakett (23-25-48). MacDonald
is one of ten finalists for the
Hobey Baker Award, college
hockey's biggest award.
The threenave helped make
the Crimson's power play one of
the best in the country. HU has
clipped at a 35.6 percent on the
power play. In goals combined
this season, HU has doubled its
opponents.
HU also has a second-team
Ail-American on defense in
Chris Biotti.

Sports Cap
BASEBALL: The undefeated hardballers make their spring trip to California, including
games against San Diego State and New Mexico.

|rw>dualom.hc.f

WELCOMES

/iVlKLEE
FORMERLY OF TEN YEARS AFTER

WITH A SPECIAL GUEST

BOARDWALK INC
B7BBO ■. BROADWAY

MUST BE 19
AND
HAVE PROPER I.D.

DOORS OPEN AT 4:00 PM
FOR HAPPY HOURS
SHOW STARTS AT
9:00 PM

TUESDAY
MARCH 31, 1987
TICKETS ONLY S8.00 IN ADVANCE
510.00 DAY OF SHOW

SOFTBALL: The Falcon softballers also open the season on their spring trip.
TENNIS: Both net squads travel to Florida, facing such teams as Georgia Southern and
Flagler College.
GOLF: The men's team travels to a pair of tourneys, the Jaguar/Jones Creek Classic
(Augusta, Ga.) and Camp LeJeune Invitational (Jacksonville, North Car.)
TRACK: Both squads compete in the Florida Relays in Jacksonville, Fla.

MOVED?

■ Tues 24WI0T KIDNEY FOUNDATION BENEFIT

LIVE & IN CONCERT

ADMISSION ONLY'3.00

TOBY REDD

(All going to the Kidney Foundation)

with special guests

FREEHORSD'OEUVRES

The Michael Katon Band
& The Rise Guys

Sponsored by Maumee Cullinary Association

or changed your name?
Have you moved or changed your name
since the Last Election?
You must inform the Board of Elections
of your change of address or name to keep
your registration records current

at

Send in this coupon before April 6, 1987
To: WOOD COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
Courthouse Square, Bowling Green, OH 43402

5

#1 D 1 have moved. Please change my registration records.
My previous address was:
EMM

Miittii imiw—i

X

X

tSmun

My present address is:

BOARDWALK INC,

PWnnm

*•••*
nSEEfSSw**

E78BO E. BROADWAY

l*C*4k>

X
NMW

X

>3

fcf*«<M>*-

GLASS CITY BOARDWALK
(419) 838-7825

H2 O 1 have changed my name:

ZI-TUNE PRODUCTIONS:':
(419) 866-1933

«-»-•

-~ "—
RSSSw N»—»

v

f

TICKETS ON SALE AT GLASS CITY BOARDWALK, FINDERS RECORDS,
BOOGIE RECORDS, THE SHEDS, AND ABBEY ROADS.

—m——i————————MM^H^

Classifieds
CAMPUS l> CITY EVENTS
• • •ATTENTION QUAD STUDENTS' • *
HAPPY HOURS AT THE HOLIDAY INN THIS
FWOAY. MARCH 20, 59 00 PM GET YOUR
SPPaNQ BREAK OFF TO A GOOD START'
SPONSORED BY OSS SEE YOU THERE'
' -Bowing Green Saiang Ckjf '
•••SAIUNOCLUB--"
•••SAIUNOCLUB--WTTH ALL THOSE PROFESSIONAL CLUBS
TO CHOOSE FROM. CHUCK YOUR BOOKS
ANO 00 SOMETHING CRAZY THIS
SEMESTER -JOIN THE SAILING CLUB" WE
OFFER A GREAT EXCUSE TO DUMP YOUR
SCHOOL WORK A FEW TIMES A MONTH SO
IF YOU ARE FUN. AND DON'T MIND GETTING
OUT OF BG ONCE IN A WHILE. LOOK INTO
THE SAR.INO CLUB.
•ATTENTION

ELIGIBLE PMI ETA SIGMA
MEMBERS'
The Deadline DATE lor membership slips end
ini hM ten extended to Monday, March
30th Silo* and lees will be accepted no war
than thle data. It you hava any queatlona call
Lort Pre0evaek-3S3-0l2g
1987 UNIVERSITY BALL
Fnoiy. Apr! 10
8 00 pm Lenhart Grand Baeroom
Reservations
425 Student Services
BG Chamber ol Commerce
Mortar Board Members
Featuring
Stan Sterner s Big Band Sound
Sponsored by Mortar Board
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INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUOENTSI
Information session with the 1040NR wB ba
re« Friday March 20 at 2-4 PM In tea McFal
Assembly Room
1040NR WILL BE PROVIDED but bring your
other into (W-2's. ate I
individual oaaas cannot be discussed si thai
sesnon-nlo wi deal with the form

Wordprocessing typing dona, t'ee diek
storage, caa Sue In Maumee 893-4188

MALAYSIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION (MASAI
•••MEETI•a•••
FRIDAY 5 00 PM
AT INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE

ASSOC. FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION"
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1M7-66
ELECTED OFFICERiMI
SHARON MENKE-PREHDENT
-ALL KLENKE-VICE PRESIDENT
SUZANNE ECKEL-TREASURER
HEATHER NEWLOVE-SECRETARY
ELENA TUROFF-PURUCITY

Release Your Potential!
■acoma a Director In UAO. Applications now
available In lha UAO office. 3rdlloor.Unlon.lt
you are trrteraeted In programming campus
events and gaining valuable experience,
become part of UAO, we're the largest programming board on campus

WHO ARE THE URBAN BUSH WOMEN? An exerting dance-theatre ensemble from New York
City Coming to BGSU on Thursday. Aprs 2.
1987 8 00 pm Kobacker Hal

•••ATTENTION"SAT MARCH 21 IS DECLARED NATIONAL
"BIG HORN" OAY ITS JENNY'S 22ND BIRTHDAY HAVE A GREAT ONE!

Help! Lost a sentimental gold chain Fn the 7«i
between 3-8 pm In the area of Founders a the
La* on Pate St It found please ba honest and
return for a reward' Thanks Teresa 372-3431

■OOKSTORE CLOSES FOR INVENTORY
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE WILL BE
CLOSED FOR ITS ANNUAL INVENTORY
MARCH 21-28. THE STORE WILL REOPEN AT
I a.m ON MARCH 30.
Coffee and Doughnuts1
Lobby Ed Btdg
Sponsored by PHI BETA LAMBDA

Typing and Word Prooeaemg Service* and
Resumes Thee* and dajaartations IBM quality
pnffl apeBng checked A to Z Data 352-5042
TYPING SERVICES lor at types of papers Including dissertations using Xerox Memory
Writer 352-3987 tram 8 am - 9 p.m.
WOMEN'S CUNC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo Offering
gynecological services a pregnancy termination
by kcenaed physlcam including prenatal,
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (for cervical cancer). VD screening, bath control Inlo .
Tubal Ugabon. termination ot pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates lor students )
By appoaitment 1-241-2471

1 6 a day

plus 16* a mjle
weekend special

$2990

■rt

«
•fr
■n
■a
*
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•fr
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plus 16* a mile

3

1

DISHOP FORD

yW:^PW4

The dealer outstanding in his field
Ht.25 Bowling Green, Ohio

J

353-5271

~"*^

•KKG'VtP'S'KKG*
Thanks tor the atudy break snacks11
You can't ba topped1
Love. Your Kappa Slaters

Pregnant? Concama? Free pregnancy teat, objective ntormation By appointment or wan-In
Cal NOW 354-HOPE

FOR ONLY
$
95

*

•••CBeDV SHOCK""
Happy '21 'Birthday! Have a great break and
calabrale all week. Your big la ao proudl
KKG Love and mine,
Lb

SERVICES OFFERED

vwwvv-vwwvvvvvwvvvv
if Now you can

WANT TO TRY
PUB-GRUB'
OR ENGLISH LAGER??
FMD OUT ABOUT mi
EVERY WED. EVENING at 7:30 IN
411 SOUTH HALL

Seniors Seniors Seniors
We Made H 1887
Senior Party 8-12 PM
Grand Baeroom Sat . Aprs 25
Mote detaae alter break

LOST & FOUND

ATTENTION QRAD STUOENTSI
Now'l the tune to enter the GSS
TRIVIA CONTESTI
Entries accepted up unM 5 00 pm. Thursday
Aprs 2 You must enter as a team see your
department senator or caB the GSS office lor
detela 1372-24261 The Trivia Contest win be
held at 7 30 pm, Saturday. Apr! 4 in the ICE
ARENA LOUNGE, and wa be toeowed by the
hat JAZZ CAFE ol the semester So come on'
Show your coeeagues what your education at
BGSU has done tor you'

PERSONALS

*

*

Toledo 246-9502«

2

AIRLINE TICKETS-DETROIT TO
PHILADELPHIA
LV MON MAR 23 - RTN SUN MAP 29
S100 EA 080 363-3318

ALPHA PHI-ALPHA PHI-ALPHA PHI
CHRIS HAWN CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR ALPHA PHI-PHI KAPPA TAU
UVAUOBNH TO QLENNWOOD I GUESS
FWOAY THE 13TH IS YOUR LUCKY DAY.
WASN'T IT WORTH THE WAIT? HAPPY •
YEAR ANNIVERSARY! WE LOVE YOU! LOVE
THE ALPHA PHIS
Aa members of the "Be Kind to Convicts Committee", we would Ike to remind you to
remember our favorite convict over Spring
Break Please send postcard to Marlon County
Short! Dept 888 ManOn-Wsaarnspoer Rd..
Marlon. OH 43302 c-o Prisoner CarySlabaugn
ATTENTION UAO SUNBREAK '17 OAYTONA
TRIP PARTICIPANTS! BUSES WILL BE LEAVING THE UNION OVAL AT 7:00 PM ON FRIDAY, MARCH 20TH. YOU MAY BEGIN BOARDING THE BUSES AT «:30 PM
ATTENTION RUNNERS
CN Omega Grve Your Sunday 10 SunatMne"
maVireyafhon m Sunday. Apr! 5th Sign up m
the loyer ol Mam Science or University Hal the
weak before the race Chi Omega "Give Your
Sunday to Sunshine "
BETA THETA PI
THE ALPHA PHIS ARE GETTING SET FOR
THE BETA 500 APR*. 11. 1987 WILL BE
OUR LUCKY OAY. CAN'T WATT TO BEE YOU
AT THE RACES' LOVE, THE ALPHA PHIS
curtail Sayara
Congratulations on being named Outstanding
Chapter President and lor your success at
MAPCA Leadership Conference in St. Louie
Love and TTKE.
Your Gamma Phi Siateis
CONGRATULATIONS ALPHA SIGMA PHI
BROTHERS BRET BAUR. CHRIS COLEMAN.
DOUG MCCRAE. I CHRIS PARSONS ON BE
INC ALL GREEK 5 ALL CAMPUS CURLING
CHAMPIONS1 THE PHOENIX TAKES FLIGHT'
DELTA GAMMA WOULD LIKE TO WISH
EVERYONE A SAFE AND ENJOYABLE SPRING BREAK I

if. WV www www www?-

Notice to Advertisers
Advertising deadline for
the Tuesday, March 31 edition of

THE BG NEWS
is Friday, March 20, 4 p.m.
due to Spring Break
372-2601
214 West Hall

Friday, The 3?
May Be The Most
Important Day
Of Your
Professional Life.
This is the day when a representative from Red Lobster will be on
campus to discuss the job opportunities in Restaurant Management for
America's largest full-service seafood restaurant chain.
We'll tell you about our comprehensive training program, excellent
salaries, valuable benefits, and stimulating environment. We'll fit your
education with our future. We'll make you an offer you can't refuse.
See your Placement Department for more details.
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v

We're Fresh. We're Friendly. We're First.

Red Lobster

Diane Heu
Congratuaatona on your recent engagement to
JoeMunatol
Love and TTKE,
your Gamma Phi Sailors
Dinner In London??
An evening In Perte??
For rnofv HMO—
411 •oath Han
Wad. nkjhts at 7:M

WENDY STOLZENBACM
I'M SO GLAD YOU DECIDED TO HANG IN
THERE! I REALLY APPRECIATE ALL THE
HELP YOU'VE GIVEN ME LATELY YOU ARE
THE BEST LITTLE M THE WORLD1 THANKS
AGAMM
LOVE, WENDY
What are you doing on Apr! 2? URBAN BUSH
WOMEN portuf lit it o pen

WANTED

FOUTS TYPING
U-deavar. E Z to "no $ 80 per page
669-2679
auwaiMietil Homes from $1 (U repair) Oamquant tan property
Repoaaaasiona
Can
806-687-6000 Ext GH 9849 for currant repo

Tel Mickey I said "HI"
Saa you on your BIRTHDAY'
Love. Dave

Luke Don't forget we're going to see URBAN
BUSH WOMEN Aprs 2 at 8 pm Mark
MARY ANITAS
Cortgratutabons on receiving the Florence Cur
dar Award' Keep up the good work'
Love 8 AOT.
Your KD Slaters
Need a (Ob tor the summer? If you are talented
and going to be here thai summer try out lor the
Prs-Rag variety Show' We ere looking lor
contemporary-pop performers for July 6 30m
M-TH. 8 30-9 30 pm You wi be paid' Sign up
lor audKona at 406 Student Serviced BUg
Auditions are Thureday. Aprs 2. 1 30 pm- 7 00
pm
Orientation Board Kappas
ABaon Laid. Jenny Horn. La Pace
Exceesnce at it's finest' Keep up the good
work!
Love, your Kappa Staters
Seniors Senkxa Seniors
We Made It -1987

SPRUNG
Sometimes you need someone who wB listen
Sometimes you need someone who wB ernes.
Sometimes you need someone who wd careF
to ajal be around lor ewhae
Sometimes you need someone who wB
hetpFSometsnee you need someone who wB
•hare
And those are the times when you can,
depend on to always be there
Good luck n Florida' GL a M Frlendle' OunOee
Suite Burgman the new vTca-Prasident of
Pubec Relations tor Hospitality Management
Club What a Happen Love, your KKG lHliri

f or 2 persons to sub-ksaaa tumsshad efficiency A east ll WmmsHly, $226 par month Can
Danny at 1313)3863483

WANTED-1 lemate roommate lor Fat-Spring ol
87-88 Own room, new furnishings, washer
dryer, microwave and across the street from
Mac Weal UVE M COMFORT lor only $110 a
month - utflttee Cal Karen 352-1884
WANTED 2 females 10 sublease lor summer
Own rooms, great, new lumiahed apartments
Cal 353-1406.

dorm refrtg., neon bar Ight. microwave
CALL 353 2035 after 11 pm

FOR RENT
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment of many apta
B duplexes for summer B
tall rental. CALL NOW
far choice apta. 164-2280
Office located et 318 E Woaeler

HELP WANTED
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp In Pocono Mts . PA Contact: Cayuga.
PO Box 234BG. Keneworth, NJ 07033
1201,-276-0106
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY?
Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys
spending time with chedren? Live m lovely
suburban netghborhooda. enjoy excellent
saavlee. benefits, you own living quarters and
Imfted working hours Your round-tnp transportation at provided. One year commitment
necessary Cal or write Mm Fisch. Chsdcare
Placement Service. Inc
(CCPS), 149
Buckrranalar Rd Brooktna. MA 02146 (617)
566-8294
Earn big money'
Nationwide Corp is looking tor six highly
moBiieSad outgiong Individuals to IB positions m
touring an sales department Ful training and
benefit programs Quashed interested m
drvktuaB cal 419-994-4828 to schedule per
sonel Interview career opportunity or eummer
work
Help Wanted Energetic, fun-loving people lor
bartender a floor weaver positions at Buttons
Nightclub Apery after 8 00 pm
Live In companion tor elderly women-Beginning
May 15 Private quarters 1 bet. from main campus Ideal situation lor female majoring in care
tor the aged Cal 353-9753
Make hundreds weekly maang ckcuteral No
Quotas' Limits' Rush self-addraaaed stamped
envelope AM MAR 266 Robertson. Dept P7.
Beverly Has CA 90211.

THE SISTERS OF PI BETA PHI WISH
EVERYONE A SAFE ANO HAPPY SPRING
BREAK 1987 REMEMBER. "NEVER AGAIN

STUDENT MANAGERS NEEDED
BGSU lootoal program needs -eksble student
managers to assist in spring practice If tn
tereated please contact Coach Humes et
2-7086 tor an appointment

The Slaters ol ALPHA XI DELTA wish
everyone s sale end fan Spring Break!' Work
en ahoeo tana tor April 4thlll
^^
The sailers of Gamma Phi Beta wish everyone a
sale and fun-Wed Spring Break
To Ann B and Den "the men" Ookaianovlch
Congratulatione on your arvaaenng
Love, Alpha Cla Omega
ZBT-AXO'ZBT'AXO'ZBT-AXO

RENT

YOUR

SUMMER APARTMENTS
NOWI
Special Rate Available
Call Newto.a Rentals
112-9*20

WANTED Cooka tor Porthole Restaurant on
Ketys Wand Send Resume to 18771 Thorpe
Rd Chagrin Fata. OH 44022

The sisters of Gamma Pta Beta wash to congratulate the award winners from Scholarship
Desserts Proud to be a B G Greek'

Summer Employment
Put-In-Bay Wand Cam/out Del. 50-55 nra.-wK
Start mo-May Prior food service e«p helpful
Cal ewtn Saverman 1419) 886-3793
Sunamar Job OppotlunHlee
We are planning our summer NOWI Maybe you
should be tool Students interested m gaining
saiee experience and earning above average income this summer can get more information by
submrmng a reeume to Permacrafta. Box 238.
Sytrsrva OH 43680

FOR SALE
77 0eteun810
New area and brakes
Not much to took at but njna wel
$340 Cal 354-1651

We Made It 198
Senior Party

Lort tor Sale
$75 or beat offer-great lor quads
cal. 372-1030

Female Wanted to subtense apt lor summer
and poaaUe lease tor WI earn Moa apt. low
rant, own bedroom If interested. BtBaBB cal
Mllnda at 353-2529

Laurie and Judy
Florida Bound-I'm ao psyched'
Love. Missy

USG ELECTIONS
Petitions available NOW lor
Al-targe representatives
Preatdenl-vTcepresidenl
At 406 Student Services
Deadens April 3rd

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4s SeUed in
drug raws lor under S100? Cal tor tocta today
602837-3401 Ext 2g9

"' 'WANTED■ • •
tfaBsaBsaaBi for the Outstanding Contributor to
Graduate Education award. Fore more into
contact ma GSS offioa (2-2426)

2 Roommates needed lor ttaa SUMMER to
lublaaaa 2 bdmt My lumiahed apt VIEW
OVERLOOKING POOL.
$65 escn Call
363-0037

KO Spew KD Spew
KD Span Saiera of the weak
The Shamrock Project Participants
Kappa Delta' Kappa Delta'

1981 VW Rabbit LS 4 door. AC. rear window
waHer-wlper Excel cond No rust 354-1018
after 6 pm.

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
TUESDAY, MARCH 31, 1987

to discuss
GRADUATE STUDY

1 8 2 bedroom (urreshed apta lor summer A
1987-88 school year S I V Rents*
352-7454
2 bdrm apt lor sublease m summer Quiet,
does) to downtown and campus Includes el
utt and fret month 'a lent 353-7711
2 bdrm turn apt $400 tor summer
2 bdrm unfum apt. aval May or August Cal
352-3446
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT
TO
SUBLEASE SUMMER '87 MAYS RENT PAID
FREE AC. CABLE, HEAT. WATER LOW
ELECTRIC DEPOSIT FURNISHED 801 FIFTH
STREET 352-0957
5 bedroom, lumiahed house to sublease for
summer '87 Aa Ittte aa $200 lor wholo summar CaB 372-3553 ot 372-8568 ASAP lot
more into
Apt to sublease lor summer E Marry 2
bedrooms Perfect lor 2 people
Rent
negotiable 353-7905 evemngs
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTING lor
school year 87-88 Furnished or untumished 2
bedroom apartments 9 or 12 month leases
avaaabte Rant« $530 a month for 9 month or
$475 month for 12 month Summer rent is
$500 par apartment Cal Tan at 352-7182 or
354-1035
Check out the beat-kept secret In BG apt.!
Go to 802 6th St or cat
354-8616 and Wk to PM or Mat
about a 4 person. 2 bdrm turn apt

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
Neat to Aapen Win. Reelaurartt
2 bdrm --turn A unfum
CM Tom 352-4873 days
352-1800 eves
FOR RENT 1 bedroom apt. 5 bedroom house
lor Summer Term 1-267-3341
Fumashed Etfkaency
Complete with coax T V . Cable and HBO. Al
utaVee pak) Ideal for upper ckaasmsn or
graduates Semeater leases B G 'a finest
apartmanl value $320 per month Phone
354-3182 or 352-1620
Houee tor sublease this summer. Only 193.71
a month, part of May free. Cloee to campus.
Call 353-5912
Need to sublease for summer
Large 3 bedroom apt one block
from campus No ubaty bfls Vary reaaonabie
rani Room tor up to six Cal 353-2224
Spacious 2 bdrm turn apt a suable m BG
May 1 please cat-work 257 2831 or altar 6
pm 353-0380
Steve Smith Apartment Rentals -Houses and
Duplexes lor 1987-88 school year 362-8917
Two bedroom, turrtehed apartments lor the
87-88 school year 352-2663

Here's a tip ...
a Tax Tip.
Here are some pointers to
help get your refund
sooner.

THUNDERB1RD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

• use the peel-off label and
pre-addressed return
envelope.
• round oil dollar amounts.

Interviews may be scheduled at
PLACEMENT SERVICES

t£HHZ^

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

OBNOXIOUS AL

• use the correct tax table.
• sign and date your return.

bj Utt Price
X SAID
UnH-HOfPlHrXi
OIDNT X?

HeY,bot>! Mf YOU
su*e THIS is rti6wr?

THIS HI6HT May 7/Vf
tOuuKHe *'6rfT,800..

TSwVA/ MAS MOvaMT xj
IMC AVMMeVa) of fVtl

TO

new jtftstfrs/

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• "ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS' • •
HAPPY HOURS AT THE HOUOAY INN THIS
FBBAY. MARCH 20, 5-9 00 PM GET YOUR
SPPJNO BREAK OFF TO A GOOD START'
SPONSORED BY OSS SEE YOU THERE'

BG News/March 20,1987 6

INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STU0ENT8I
Information session with the 1040NR wM ba
held Friday March 20 at 2-4 PM In la* McFall
fleeaflllity Room
1040NR WILL BE PROVIDED, but bring your
other Into (W-2'a. ate )
individual cases cannot ba diacuaaad In ihie
session -nlo wB deal with the form

Wordprocessing typing dona. Irae disk
storage. CM Sue m Maumee 893 4188

MALAYSIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION IMASA)

' ASSOC FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION'
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1M7-BB
ELECTED OFFICERS!!!
SHARON MENKE-PREfMOENT
JsU KLENKE-VICE PRESIDENT
B1IZANME ECKEL-TREASURER
HEATHER NEWLOVE-SECRETARV
ELENA TUROf F-PUBLICITY

"•MEETBNG*"

• • Bowkng Green SeAng Club''
'"SAIUNQCLUB"'
•"SAILING CLUB"WnH AU THOSE PROFESSIONAL CLUBS
TO CHOOSE FROM. CHUCK YOUR BOOKS
ANO DO SOMETHING CRAZY THIS
SEMESTER 'JOIN THE SAILING CLUB' WE
OFFER A GREAT EXCUSE TO DUMP YOUR
SCHOOL WORK A FEW TIMES A MONTH SO
IF YOU ARE FUN. AND DONT MIND GETTING
OUT OF BG ONCE IN A WHILE. LOOK INTO
THE SAILING CLUB.

FRIDAY 5 00 PM
AT INTERNM'ONfti LOUNGL

Release Your Potential!
Become a Director In UAO. AppHsaUona now
iveHebM In the UAO office. 3rd floor, Union. If
you era Intaraalad In programming campus
•venii and gaming valuable experience,
become perl Ol UAO. we're the Ingest programming board on campus.

WANT TO TRY
PUB-GRUB'
OR ENGLISH LAGER??
FIND OUT ABOUT IT! I
EVERY WED. EVENING at 7:30 IN
411 SOUTH HALL

Seniors Seniors Seniors
We MeOe It 1987
Senior Party 8-12 PM
Grand Basroom Sat , April 25
More detaae attar break

'ATTENTION

ELIGIBLE PHI ETA SIGMA
MEMBERS'
Th* Deadline DATE for membership slips ind
teat hM bean extended to Monday. Hatch
loin. sup. and feet will ba accepted no lalat
than tMa date. N you have any quaatlona call
Lort Prebevaek-35W>I2B

WHO ARE THE URBAN BUSH WOMEN? An exdbng dance-theatre ensemble from New York
City Coming to BGSU on Thursday. April 2.
198/ e 00 pm Kobacker Hat

1987 UNIVERSITY BALL
Friday. April 10
8:00 pm Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Reservations
425 Student Services
BG Chamber ol Commerce
Mortar Board Members
Featuring
Stan Stemer's Big Band Sound
Sponsored by Mortar Board

• ' •ATTENTION- • •
SAT. MARCH 21 IS DECLARED NATIONAL
'BIGHORN" DAY rTS JENNYS 22NOBIRTH
DAY HAVE A GREAT ONE!

LOST & FOUND
Hetpi Lost a sentimental gold chain Frt the 7th
between 3- 6 pm in the area ol Founders a the
bnk on Pike St II lound please ba honed and
return lor a reward! Thanke-Tereea 372-3431

'"CBWYIHOCIC"
Happy "11" Birthday! Haves great break and
celebrate all weak. Your BBJ la so proud!
KKO Love and mine,
Hi

SERVICES OFFERED

ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS!
Now 9 the time to enter Ihe GSS
TRIVIA CONTEST'
accepted up until 5 00 pm. Thursday.
Aprs 2. You must enter as a learn-see your
department senator or call the GSS office lor
details (372-2428) The Trivia Contest will be
haU at 7.30 pm. Saturday. Aprs 4 In the ICE
ARENA LOUNGE, and w* be toaowed by the
but JAZZ CAFE of the semester So come on1
Show your colaaguos what your education at
BGSU has done for you'

• KKG'YIP'S'KKG'
Thanks for Ihe study break snacks"
You cant ba topped!
Love. Your Kappa Slaters

Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, obktcttvs Inlormaaon By appointment or w*Jk-«v
Can NOW 354-HOPE
Typing and Word Prooaoalng Service* and
Resumes Thesis and dissertations IBM quality
print speBng checked A to Z Data 352-5042.
TYPING SERVICES 'or si types ol papers m
duewtg dissertations using Xerox Memory
Writer 352 3987 from 8 am - 9p.m.

BOOKSTORE CLOSES FOR INVENTORY

WOMEN'S CUNIC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo
Olfering
gynecological services 4 pregnancy termination
by licensed physician including prenatal,
obstetrics, pregnancy teabng. Pap test (tor cervical cancer). VD screening, birth control kilo..
Tubal Ljgatkm. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special ratee for students )
By appointment 1-241-2471

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE WILL BE
CLOSED FOR ITS ANNUAL INVENTORY
MARCH 21-28- THE STORE WILL REOPEN AT
B a.m. ON MARCH 30.
Coffee and Doughnuts'
Lobby Ed BUg
Sponsored by PHI BETA LAMBDA

i?.Jji^^-^^ vvvvw * V V«? Q * V V V *}■ V

FOR ONLY
$
95

» Now you can

1 6 a day

plus 16* a mjle

•vt

■a
■n

$2090
■a
■a

The dealer outstanding in his field
Rt.25 Bowling Green, Ohio

353-5271

AIRLINE

TICKETS-DETROIT TO
PHILADELPHIA
LV MON MAR 23 - RTN SUN MAR 29
S100EAOBO 363-3318

ALPHA PHI-ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI
CHRIS HAWN: CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR ALPHA PHI- PHI KAPPA TAU
LAVAUPUNO TO OtENNWOOD I GUESS
FRIDAY THE 13TH IS YOUR LUCKY DAY.
WASN'T IT WORTH THE WAIT? HAPPY B
YEAR ANNIVERSARYI WE LOVE YOUI LOVE
THE ALPHA PHIS
As members of the "Be Kind to Convicts Committee", we would Bxe to remind you to
remember our favorite convict over Spring
Break Please send postcard to Marlon CountySheriff Dept , 889 Manon-WPamspoer Rd .
Marlon, OH 43302 co Priaoner CarySlabaugh
ATTENTION UAO SUNBREAK '87 DAYTON*
TRIP PARTICIPANTS! BUSES WILL BE LEAVING THE UNION OVAL AT 7.-00 PM ON FRIDAY, MARCH 20TH. YOU MAY BEGIN BOARDING THE BUSES AT 1:30 PM
ATTENTION RUNNERS
Chi Omega "Give Your Sunday to Sunshine"
minl-rnarathon is Sunday. AprH 5th Sign up In
me foyer ol Math Science or University Hal the
week before the race Chi Omega "Gfve Your
Sunday to Sunehine."

Chrlatl Sayan
Congratulations on being named Outstanding
Chapter President and for your success al
MAPCA Leadership Conference In SI. Lome
Love end TTKE.
Your Gamma Phi Siaters

plus 16* a mile

DISHOP FORD

2

BETA THETA PI
THE ALPHA PHIS ARE GETTING SET FOR
THE BETA 500 APRIL 11. 1987 WILL BE
OUR LUCKY DAY. CANT WATT TO SEE YOU
AT THE RACES! LOVE. THE ALPHA PHIS

weekend special

%

PERSONALS

Toledo 246-9502 5

CONGRATULATIONS ALPHA SIGMA PHI
BROTHERS BRET BAUR, CHRIS COLEMAN,
DOUG MCCRAE, 1 CHRIS PARSONS ON BEBIG ALL GREEK 8 ALL CAMPUS CURLING
CHAMPIONS' THE PHOENIX TAKES FLIGHT'
DELTA OAMMA WOULD LIKE TO WISH
EVERYONE A SAFE ANO ENJOYABLE SPRBM BREAK!

& if. vv www www www?-

Notice lo Advertisers
Advertising deadline for
the Tuesday, March 31 edition of

THEBGNEWS
is Friday, March 20, 4 p.m.
due to Spring Break
214 West Hall
372-2601

Friday, The 3?
May Be The Most
Important Day
Of Your
Professional life.
This is the day when a representative from Red Lobster will be on
campus to discuss the job opportunities in Restaurant Management tor
America's largest full-service seafood restaurant chain.
We'll tell you about our comprehensive training program, excellent
salaries, valuable benefits, and stimulating environment. We'll fit your
education with our future. We'll make you an offer you can't refuse.
See your Placement Department for more details.
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v.

We're Fresh. We're Friendly. We're First.

Red Lobster

Diane Neu
CorvjrafulBBOna on your recant engagement to
Joe Munefoi
Love and TTKE.
your Gamma Phi Stater*
Dmaer W London??
An evening In Parte??
For more Info.:
411 South Hall
Wad. nights al 7:M

WENDY STOLZENBACH
I'M SO GLAD YOU DECIDED TO HANG IN
THEREI I REALLY APPRECIATE AU THE
HELP YOU'VE GIVEN ME LATELY YOU ARE
THE BEST LOTUS IN THE WORLDi THANKS
AGAMI!
LOVE, WENDY
Whet are you doing on Apnl 27 URBAN BUSH
WOMEN perform al 8 pm

WANTED

FOUTS TYPaNG
U-detver. E-Z lo find, S SO per page

889 2679
I Homes from II (U repair) Deanquant tax property Repossessions Cat
805-887-8000 Ext GH-9849 lor current repo

Tel Mickey I said "HI"
Saw you on your BIRTHDAYi
Love. Dave

Laurie and Judy
Florida Bound- I'm so psyched1
Love. Missy
Luke. Don't forget we're going to aae URBAN
BUSH WOMEN April 2 al 8 pm. Mark
MARY ANITAS
Congistulattons on receiving the Florence Currier Award! Keep up the good work!
Love A AOT.
Your KD Slaters
Need a |ob tor the summer? It you are talented
and going to be here Ihie summer try out lor the
Pre Reg Variety Showl We are looking for
contemporary-pop performers for July 6--30m
M-TH. 8:30-9.30 pm You wB be paUl Sign up
lor auoTaona al 406 Student Services BUg
AudrOone are Thursday. April 2. 1 30 pm 7 00
pm
Orientation Board Kappaa
ABaan Lak). Jenny Horn. Liz Rice
Exceeence at ITS flneet! Keep up the good
work'
Love, your Kappa Siaters
Seniors Seniora Seniors
We Made If- 1987

SPRUNG
Sometimes you need someone who w« fatten
SornaOmaa you need someone who wB amiie
Sometlmee you need someone who wB careF
to wet be around tor awhile
Sometlmee you need someone who wfl
heapFSometanea you need someone who wB
share
.
And those are the ftmea when you can,
depend on to always be there
Good luck in Florida! GL > M Fnandk)! DunDee
Suite Burgman the new Vice President ol
Pubic Relations for Hospitality Management
Club What a Kappa" Love, your KKG sietets

1 or 2 peraone to eub-leaee lurnished efficiency AveJabk, Immediately. J225 par month Can
Denny at 13131385-3483

WANTED-1 female roommate lor Faa-Sprmg ol
87-88 Own room, new furnrehlnge. washer
dryer, microwave, and across the atreet from
Mac Weal LIVE IN COMFORT lor onfy SI 10 a
month - laaMaa CaJ Karen 352-1884

HELP WANTED
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSfTONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp In Pocono Mta, PA Contact: Cayuga.
P.O. Box 234BG. Keneworth. NJ 07033
12011-278-0106
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY?
Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys
apanrjng tana with chavjren? Uve si lovely,
suburban naighborhooda, enjoy excellent
saMnee. benefits, your own avmg quarters and
ewted working hours Your round-trip transpor
tattoo la provided. One year commitment
necessary Cal or write: Mrs. Flach, ChUcare
Placamenl Service, Inc
(CCPS), 149
Buckmnsler Rd . Brooks™. MA 02148 (817)
588-6294
Earn big money'
NalOBBJlBB Corp. la looking lor six highfy
mobvated outgwng indrviduala to fH poerbons In
touring an aaJee department Ful training and
benefit programs Qualified interested mdrvtduaB cal 419-994-4828 to schedule per
sonel Interview career opportunity or summer
work.
Help Wanted Energetic, tun-loving people for
bartender a floor waater poaitlona at Buttons
reghtctub Apply after 8.00 pm
Live In companion lor elderfy woman Beginning
May 16 Private quarters 1 bev from main campus Ideal situation lor female matormg In care
lor the rased. Cal 363-9763

STUDENT MANAGEIU NEEDED
BGSU lootbal program neede usable atudent
manaoers to aaaiet In spring practice If m
teresteO pkaaae contact Coach Humes at
2-7086 for an appointment

USG ELECTIONS
PaWona available NOW lor
At-Wge representatives
President-Vice-president
At 406 Student ServCea
rjeedkne April 3rd
We Made It 198
S*ntor Party

FOR RENT
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Aiaortiwent of many .pit
B duplexes tor summer a
lell rentals. CALL NOW
Bar choice ante. 184-2280
Office located at 310 E Woo.lt*

RENT

YOUR

SUMMER APARTMENTS
NOW!
Specie! Rate Available
Carl Nawk).. Rentals
112-8820

WANTED: Cooke lor Porthole Reataurant on
Katys Island Send Reaume to 18771 Thorpe
Rd Chagrin Fats. OH 44022

THE SISTERS OF PI BETA PHI WISH
EVERYONE A SAFE AND HAPPY SPRING
BREAK 1987 REMEMBER. "NEVER AGAIN"

To Arm B and Den "the awn" Dokmanovlch
Congratulations on your lavaaenng
Love. Alpha Chi Omega
ZBT-AXO-ZBT-AttTZBT-AXO

dorm refrtg , neon bar Ighl. microwave
CALL 363-2035 efter 11 pm

WANTED: 2 femeJee lo sublease for summer
Own rooms, great, new turmahed apartments
Cat 353-1408

Make hundreds weekly maeng circular*! No
Quotas! Lxnrts' Rush self addressed stamped
envelope, AM-MAR 256 Robertson. Dept P7.
BevertyHlas. CA90211.

The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta wish everyone a
safe and fun-mad Spring Break

Loft for Sale
S75 or beet offer-great for quads
cal 372-1030

Female Wanted lo sublease apt tor summer
and poaaejh) lease tor tea sem Nice apt., low
rant, own bedroom M mtereeted. please eel
uimaa at 363-2629

The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta wish to congratulate the award winners from Scholarship
Deeeerts Proud to be a B.G. Greek'

Tka Man of ALPHA XI DELTA Brian
everyone a sets and fun Spring Breekl! Work
on those tans ex April 4lhlll

Can you buy Jaepa, Cera, 4 X 4a Seized In
drug rakte for under S100? M lor facta today
802-837-3401 Ext 209

•••W/UiT*«V"
hWiwvjtlone lor the Outstanding Contributor to
Graduate Education award Fore more Info
contact the GSS office 12-24281

2 Roommates needed lor tine SUaBMER to
sublease 2 odmv tuty lumiahed apt VIEW
OVERLOOKING POOL.
$88 each Can
353 0037

K0 Spmt! KD Spirt'
KD Span SWore ol ihe weak
The ehemroct Prelect Parttalpants
Kappa Dana! Kappa Delta!

1981 VW Rabbit LS 4 door. AC, rear window
washer-wiper EiceH cond No rust 354-1018
after 6 pm

Summer Employment
Put In-Bay Island Carryout Del. 50-65 hra.-wk
Start mid-May Prior load service exp helpful
OB kwm Savermen (419) 885-3793
Summer Job Opportunities
We are planning our summer NOW! Maybe you
should be loot Students interested m gaining
satee experience and earrxng above average Income Ihia aumrner can get more Information by
submitting a reeume to Perrnecrafta. Box 238.
Sytvarka. OH 43680

FOR SALE
■77D*taun610
New ar** and brakes
Not much to look at but rune wel
$340 0*1364-1651

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
TUESDAY, MARCH 31, 1987

to discuss
GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLEN DALE. ARIZONA 85306

1 a 2 bedroom turnfehed apts lor summer a
1987-88 school year
S a V Rentals
362-7464.
2 bdrm apt. lor lubteaie in summer Qixel
doe* to downtown and campus Includes al
uH and ft*l month* rent 353-7711
2 bdrm turn. apt. S400 for aummer.
2 bdrm unrum apt aval May or August Cal

352-3445
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT. TO
SUBLEASE SUMMER '87 MAY'S RENT PAID
FREE AC. CABLE. HEAT, WATER LOW
ELECTRIC DEPOSIT FURNISHED 801 FIFTH
STREET 362-0967
5 bedroom, fumtahed house to lublall tor
aummer '87 Aa irae aa $200 tor whole aummer Cal 372-3553 or 372-8558 ASAP lor
more Info.
Apt to Bubttoae lor aummer E. Many. 2
bedroom* Perfect lor 2 people Rent
negotiable 353-7905 everanga
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTING for
school year 87-88 Furnished or unfurrxebed 2
bedroom apartments 9 or 12 month leases
available Rent a S530 a month lor 9 month or
$476 month tor 12 month Summer rent is
$600 per epertment Cal Tim at 362-7182 or
364-1036
Check out the beat-kept aacret In BG aptal
Go to 802 8th St or cal
364-8618 and ta* to Phi or Mat
about a 4 person 2 bdrm. turn apt

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
Neat *) Aspen Win* Reataurant
2 bdrm --turn a unfum

Cat Tom 352-4873 days
352-1800 eves
FOR RENT 1 bedroom apt „ 5 bedroom houee
for Summer Term 1-267-3341
Furnished Efficiency
Complete with color T V . Cable Kid HBO. Al
utBtloe pud. ideal for upperdeaamen or
graduates Semester leases BG s flneet
apartment value $320 per month Phone
354-3182 or 352-1520
Houee for eubkeaee this aummer. Onfy S91.7I
a month, part of May tree. Clot* lo campua.
Call 3SJ-5912
Need to sublease tor aummer
Large 3 bedroom apt one block
from campua No uhftty bus Very reasonable
rent Room lor up to six Cal 353-2224
Spaoous 2 bdrm turn apt avertable In B G
May 1 please cal- work 2572831 or alter 8
pm . 353-0380
Steve Smith Apartment Rentals Houaes and
Duplexes lor 1981 88 school yew 362-8917
Two bedroom, furra*h*d apartments for the
87-88 school year 352-2883

Here's a tip ...
a Tax Tip.
Here are some pointers to
help get your refund
sooner.
• use the peel-off label and
pre-addressed return
envelope.
• round off dollar amounts.
• use the correct tax table.
• sign and date your return.

Interviews may be scheduled at
PLACEMENT SERVICES
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Kite flying throughout the ages p. 3

Taking off for Spring Break

Striving to attain the body Beautiful p.4
Down Under the University p. 6
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Campus Comments
Friday photos by Mkh«Me Thorneujell

Friday interviews by Dandle Jones
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Karen Bevington, freshman
nursing major from Columblona,
"I'm just spending it at home
relaxing."

Boomer Reynolds, freshman design and layout photography major
from Toledo, "Racing mu b/Jre.
everyone is going to Florida — I'm
doing something original."

Stuort Rnsel, freshman electronic technology major from Fostorta,
"/ hove to work through spring
breok."

Pom Brockmon, freshman computer science major from Northfield, "I'm going shopping to take
mu mind off of school."

Spring saps students' study time
by Kelly Vaughn
I ncJoy stall reporter
When spring begins, students tend
to get restless. Their minds are no
longer In the classroom with their
bodies. Rather, they are out wandering the campus wishing their bodies would hurry and catch up.
When the sun shines and the thermometer reads anything over 60 degrees, students who have not seen the
sun since September come out of
their rooms to bask In Its warmth. The
courtyard area In front of University,
Moseley and Hanna Halls becomes
tilled with students doing anything fust
to be outside.
They sit on steps, benches, sidewalks and even dew-drenched grass.
Some play catch or Irisbee between
classes, while others simply sit and
talk. The spring air seems to beckon
students to come outside lor a dally
dose of fresh air and sunshine.
One drawback these sun-seeking
students encounter Is the realization
that they are still In school and must
attend classes.
Martin Loveless, junior computer
science major, said, "My concentration meets a rapid decline In the
spring. I'd rather catch rays and
watch the ladies."

Friday
MooQzine

Montlna Forman, junior sociology
major, finds herself counting down
the hours and minutes until her
classes are over and she can get out
Into the sun. "The fresh air and warm
sun distracts your mind and makes
you want to lay out and absorb the
rays of nature at Its finest," Forman
said.
As the temperature rises, students'
motivation lor attending class tends to
fall. "The profs get less Interesting,"
said Loveless. "One of my profs kept
getting off the subject and talked
more about current events than history."
Brad Fisher, senior marketing motor, attributes another cause. He said,
"Teachers don't become boring In
the spring, but students seem to think
they do because they are more anxious to get out of class."
Bill Patnode, junior sociology major, said, "Some graduate assistants
and younger teachers understand
how students get In the spring and
tend to go lighter on them because It
wasn't so long ago that they were In
the same position."
Patnode added, "When It's nice out
I'd rather be doing anything than
being In class."
Loveless agrees, "Nobody wants to
be In class; I take notes to pass time."
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"In the spring I'd rather be In the
sun, playing hacky sock on the deck,
water skiing or playing golf," Fisher
said. "The warm weather means May
Is coming and May means graduation."
He said he tends to get restless In
class because of his love for the sun
and his anticipation of graduation.
Forman also prefers golfing. She
did, however, come up with a possible remedy for teachers who have
restless students. "Teachers should
have class outside occasionally because kid's minds are distracted anyway, so you'll lust satisfy their
distractions, Forman said."

"When school is out, I can dedicate
a week or two to my tan before I have
to start working," Forman said.
Once spring has officially set In and
the end of the semester draws near,
courtyards and grassy areas are
transformed Into beaches.
Scantily-clad bodies can be seen
all over the campus In an attempt to
enhance the tan they got on break or
to get a jump on those at home.

Pat Coward, English teaching fellow, took an English class out of an
"awful classroom" and outside because "It was a beautiful day." Her
motive for doing this was more for her
than the students: "I was antsy."

The University does attempt to curb
students' appetites for being outside
by having picnics on the lawn near
the cafeterias and offering a variety
of outside intramural spring sports.
David Maley, Food Operations
Manager at Harshman Cafeteria,
said they have picnics In response to
"requests from the dorm staff of the
residence halls." He would prefer to
have them In the fall, however, since
"the weather Is Iffy In the spring."

Coward does not think the students
get lazy spring semester. The restlessness is from the "transition between
seasons." On the first nice spring day
students tend to blow off their work,
but after they get used to the spring
weather they gel settled, she said.
Where Loveless has kept a running
countdown of days until spring break,
Forman Is counting all the way to the
end of the semester.

Students need to beware of the
beautiful spring weather because too
much sun and fun too soon could be
very dangerous for their final grades.
If the sun's call cannot be resisted,
students should plan to take their
homework out with them, plan on
spending the cool evenings In the
library or their room studying or reading the work they did not accomplish
during the heat ol the afternoon.

cover bu...Mlchelle Thorneujell
prod' sup'r
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History of the kite is a long Tail'
by Deanna Griffith
Friday slatt reporter
Despite the lack ol historical evidence, It Is generally accepted by
historians that the first kite was created In China more than 25 centuries
ago. The uses of these early kites
varied from helping In construction,
to fishing, to war maneuvers.
According to David Pelham's book,
The Penguin Book ol Kites, the early
Chinese kites of around 1000 B.C.
were constructed out of silk and bamboo cane. The kite was an aircraft
governed by the principles of
heavler-than-olr flight. Thus, the
material the kite was constructed of
needed to be lightweight but sturdy
enough to withstand the rigors of
high-speed winds.
Kites were put to use In aiding the
endeavors of early Chinese warriors.
In 169 B.C., Han general Han Hsln used
kites to gauge the distance between
his forces and the walls of enemy
fortresses. This enabled him to estimate how far his men must dig for his
troops to go undetected Inside the
walls of the enemy fortress.
According to Pelham's book, kite

use spread to Japan by Buddhist
missionaries around 620 A.D. The Japanese government outlawed the construction of kites that were capable of
carrying a man because they feared
an invasion from the air.
The Japanese also used kites to lift
tiles and bricks to workmen involved
In constructing towers. This eliminated
halting progress on the towers for
workers to get supplies, because the
kites air lifted supplies on platforms to
the suspended workers.
The use of kites spread eventually to
the Malay Archipelago where, as in
Japan and China, kites were used for
fishing. Pelham also stated that these
kites were designed like a large leaf,
with strips of bamboo making the
fabric rigid. A hook was suspended
on a length of line at the tall. The use
of fishing kites eliminated fishermen's
shadows, which usually scared away
the fish.
Pelham also describes how kite flying spread to Europe as far back as
105 A.D. The Romans flew decorated
kites as military banners. These banners took the form of various animals
to represent the spirit of the group
and were wide-mouthed and pole
mounted to catch the wind.
Through several centuries, kites

were used mainly for military tactics
and fishing, with some people beginning to see the leisure Involved In kite
flying.
By the start of the the 18th century,
kiteflying had become an enormously popular pastime throughout
Europe and the United States. Kite
flying was considered good exercise
and relaxation for both the mind and
body.
In 1749. Alexander Wilson was the
first to use kites In a scientific capacity. Wilson's kite was used to measure
temperatures at different altitudes.
Again, according to Pelham's book,
this scientific use was a precursor to
many meteorological uses ol the kite
yet to be thought of.
In June 1752, Benjamin Franklin
used a kite to show that lightning is
the same electric matter as that obtained from generation. Franklin's use
of the kite Is Its most famous scientific
application to date.
Today, kites have many new applications, but also retain many of Its
older, original uses. Kite-flown advertising is becoming a more popular
and cheaper alternative to promoting a product or event. Other, more
modern and leisurely uses of today's

by Amy Klzer
Frkjay reporter

Heading
for warmth
of home

Spring break and Ohio. At first glance, the two don't
seem to belong together. However, with a little Ingenuity,
vacation In the Buckeye state can provide a muchneeded rest from note-taking, exams, meetings and
cramped living quarters.
If spring break includes time at home with mom, dad,
brothers, sisters and the family dog, make the most of It.
Just think of everything available nowhere else but home.
Do all the laundry which has piled up for weeks — all
without spending a single quarter.
Take a week off from hot dogs and macaroni and
cheese and enjoy meals only mom knows how to make.
Shopping can build up the spring wardrobe, which
hopefully will be usable shortly after break.

-CHARLESTOWNr
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR

kites Include sailing, water-skiing and
even skateboarding.
Modern kite-flyers are of all ages
Kevin Kauss, junior marketing major,
remembers family barbecues that
Involved kite flying. Kauss recalls
"going to the park, eating picnic
lunches, playing volleyball and flying
kites. We would make a whole day of
It."
Kauss also remembers "a black kite
with yellow eyes that looked like a
bat." He continued saying, "After
much use It got ripped in half. I was
really bummed, until I got a new
one." Kauss added that "I never got
my kite caught In a tree or telephone
wires. I was a good flyer."
There are numerous contests and
tournaments for the amateur kite-flyer
to enter and show off their kiting
techniques. These include such categories as wildest kite, longest-flying
kite and the kite most likely to defy the
rules of flight.
Kiting has never been considered
to be a professional sport, and, because of the Inability to set ground
rules for kite flyers, probably never will
be. Kiteflying Is still considered a
child's sport, but seems to be gaining
recognition as a sport for all ages.

And If mom and dad haven't already drawn up a long
"To Do" list "lust so you have something to fill your time
with," vacation can be spent In one location - the
couch.
This All-American piece of furniture can be the allpurpose entertainment center. Properly positioned, you
can en|oy your lavorlte movies on the VCR or catch up on
the soap opera usually on during your afternoon class.
There Is an endless list of activities you can do without
jeopardizing your couch-potato status. Reading, eating,
listening to music or sleeping are a lew possibilities. Just
be sure to remain relaxed and as motionless as possible
You can even reap some of the benelits of a Florida trip
without leaving Ohio. Thanks to modern technology, a
daily trip to the tanning salon and a highlighting |ob at
the hairdresser gives anyone the classic beachbum look.
The difference between a tan from man and a tan from
Mother Nature Is now undetectable.

Howard's club H
210 N. Main

No Cover

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Thurs., Fri.f Sat.
Howard's is a designated driver participant.
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Slimness by starvation wont last
by Karln Nevius
I rxluy reporter
"I never eat breakfast or lunch." "I
only ate popcorn lor two days." "I
lived on grapefruit juice for a week."
"I can eat like a pig one day and
then last the next day."
Such starvation tactics will not result
in permanent weight loss, according
to Dr. Richard Bowers, Illness director
for the Student Recreation Center. To
lose more than temporary water
weight, sale and effective weight loss
methods must be utilized.
He said that the body adjusts to the
lower number ol calories consumed
during a crash diet and responds by
using lewer calories to maintain energy, which results In rapid weight
gain when former eating habits are
resumed.
Dr. Teresita Domini, director ol the
Wellness Center's Women's Clinic,
further explained how the metabolism fools the dieter. "If you lust watch
what you eat and don't exercise, you
will lose weight at the start. Your
body's metabolism slows down as it
adapts to the less food, however, and
you won't lose any more."
The majority of quickly lost weight is
water and Is only temporarily lost.
"The key to beginning a successful
weight loss program Is to identify what
you want to lose... body lot," Domini
said.
According to Bowers, losing body
fat takes calorie-burning exercises,
which are any that utilize continuous
movement lor at least 20 minutes. Best

ol these fat-ridding exercises are jogging, swimming, cycling, and crosscountry skiing, Bowers said.
"You should do enough physical
activity to burn 300 calories a day,"
he said. Approximately three miles ol
jogging equals 300 calories, for example.
"If you can reduce your dally caloric Intake by 500 calories and do
enough physical activity to burn 300
calories... that equals an 800 calorie
deficit," Bowers said.
Since 3,500 calories equal one
pound ot stored body faf, one to oneand-a-half pounds can be safely lost
per week.
Domini said, "The metabolism stays
high for a long time after exercise, so
you keep burning calories long afterwards ... If you exercise regularly,
your metabolism will always burn
more calories."
Toning muscles differs from losing
fat. "Lifting weights Is a very poor way
to lose body lot." Bowers said. What
lifting weights and spot exercises result In is firmer muscles which lay
flatter to the body and therefore look
better.
"People will notice that their
clothes feel better because their muscles have tightened and pulled In.
The fat content will remain the same,
though," he said. Only through the
reduction ol the layer of fat will the
muscles be more visible and clearly
delined.
Both doctors said that three wellbalanced meals a day should be
eaten. She explained that skipping
meals causes overeating since the
stomach Is excessively empty.

Domini said, "Only eat until you're
satisfied." She added that "Society
has conditioned people to clean their
plates, and that simply Isn't practical
tor losing weight If the plate Is heaped
with food."
A dally Intake of 1,000 to 1,500
calories, depending on the activity
level of the individual. Is her recommendation.
"Avoid all fried and creamed
foods, as well as regular soft drinks,
alcoholic beverages, sugar, candy,
pastries and baked goods," she
added.
Bowers' major tip lor those considering losing weight Is to cut out snackIng, but, "It you have to snack, then
eat fresh fruits or vegetables or drink
lulce."
He also warned dieters against
alcohol. "Don't underestimate the
caloric content of beer," he said. A
12-ounce bottle of regular beer Is 180
to 190 calories, and light beers are 95
to 140 calories. "It doesn't do any
good to count calories If you're going
to drink." he said.
Both Bowers and Domini stressed
that loss of body fat Is a slow process.
Bowers said, "You've got to realize
before you begin a weight loss program that If does take time and there
are no shortcuts."
But there Is a long-run payoff because "the slower the fat comes off,
the longer It will stay off," he said.
Once good eating and exercise
habits are firmly embedded In the
dieter's lifestyle, their Ideal weight
can be maintained and any weight
gain can be controlled and will not
turn to lat so easily, he said.
Bowers suggests having a body
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composition test taken to assess body
fat content before embarking on a
program. Underwater-weighing, skinfold, and bio-lmpedence are three
methods used for accurate assessment of the lean body weight and
water weight.
"You have to be careful not to lose
lean weight," Bowers said, "since by
reducing lean weight, you Increase
your chance of regaining only fat
back and you'd be worse off than you
were." Lean weight Is the body's
weight ol bones and muscles without
the fat.
Domini said that behavior modification Is the only way to successfully
lose and keep off the unwanted
pounds. She suggests eating slower
and with other people. "People tend
to eat less when with others," she said.
Attitude Is extremely Important,
according to both Bowers and Domini.
To guard against early discouragement, Bowers suggests building up
slowly to an exercise program. "Give
yourself a month to adjust to exercise," he said.
Welghlng-in once a week af the
same time of day is another tip he
gave. "You must realize that weight
loss does not occur In linear fashion,"
he added. "Weight will fluctuate naturally dally so a weekly weighing will
ease some possible discouragement."
Weight loss requires patience and
discipline, but doing It right will have
long-lasting results of a healthier,
stronger, leaner body.
"Establishing good habits to keep
you in good stead Is the Important
thing," Bowers said.

Student Rec Center ■"*

Spring Break Hours
March 21-29f 1987

Now Showing.
We have 10 copies of Top Gun
available for your enjoyment!

STAND BY ME

Center

Noon-9 P.M.

Cooper Pool

Noon-2, 5-8 P.M.

Andrews Pool 1-8 P.M.
We have 2 VHS cameras and 11 YCR'S available for rent!
KINTAL RATES
_ ***SPICIALS*«*
Same Day
9»'
(Must b* m befor* 5 p m I
Overnight
Video Recorders

"1.99
'5.99

Sun. overnight
Tues overnight
Wed VCR
Thurs. to Mon.
Sal to Mon

98"
2 fort
S2.99
$3.49
S29B

1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store
^^

354-1401

Mon-Thurs 10-9 Fri-Sat 10-10
H^^H

Sun 10:30-7

American Express, Phillips 76. Union

$3 Anytime
Family
Age 7-17

Noon-9 P.M.

Under 7

1-8 P.M.
(Andrews Pool Only)

■

■
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* * Critic's Corner * *
Black Widow — some thrill
by Mickey Molnar
Friday reporter
Kilauea. the world's most active
volcano, provides a mythical atmosphere tor Twentieth Century Fox's
pyschologlcal thriller "Black Widow,"
about one woman's relentless hunt lor
a serial killer ol wealthy men.
The plot carries the film, yet the
movie lacks compelling suspense
and leaves the audience grasping for
more psychological Interplay between the two complex women. Nevertheless "Black Widow" Is most
entertaining In comparison with recent thrillers.
The picture begins with dedicated
lederal agent Alex Barnes (Debra
Winger) researching the mysterious
deaths ot two wealthy men. Her Investigation begins on a computer terminal and leads her to compile a slide
show of the two men and their wives.
She notices that both women
glance away whenever their picture
Is taken. After superimposing one
photo on another she discovers striking facial similarities and concludes
that both women are one and the
same.
Fascinated by a woman fully expressing her femininity, Alex notices a

part of her that has been dormant.
The hunt for this captivating woman
becomes as much of a search for
answers about her own repressed
social lite.
The Black Widow Is Catherine
(Theresa Russell), an alluring, passionate person who possesses a rare
talent for seducing, marrying and
murdering various wealthy men. She
begins her seduction by carefully
studying each man before Introducing herself and capitalizing on their
frailty. Each death appears to have
natural causes.
Alex's obsessive search leads her to
quit her |ob and sell her possessions to
embark on a cross-continent chase
for the elusive murderess.
The Investigative trail leads to Hawaii where they become friends and
fall In love with the same man. The
new-found prey Is a hotel magnate
named Paul (Saml Frey) who dreams
of building a resort next to Kilauea.
Alex studies Catherine's seduction
of Paul while noticing a strange bond
develop between herself and the
Black Widow. Each woman then assumes characteristics of the other as
Alex displays her femininity while Catherine becomes more spontaneous.
Yet neither one Is above suspicion as
they hire the same private detective

Theresa Russell and Debra Winger, suspicious friends
to discover each other's motives.
The film's most entertaining quality
Is the mental battle waged by the two
women.
Near the film's unexpected conclusion, Catherine admits to Alex that she
has had previous husbands and
claims to have loved each one. Alex
then appropriately presents her with

a brooch of a black widow.
Such psychological warfare created the base for a potentially sound
thriller, yet It was only found In the
latter part of the film, leaving the
audience begging for more.
However, the story Itself was well
deserving of a three-boxes-of-buttered-popcorn rating.

Angel Heart — intense occult mystery
by Mark A. Zimmerman
Friday reporter
Some movies are obvious. They are
simple, straightforward and shallow.
They are quite popular with an audience that wants quick, easy entertainment. This audience wants to laugh,
to cry and to scream for more.

There Is something unsettling about
a film that presents new Ideas. It Is
especially unsettling when these are
other-world ideas, ones that are beyond normal control.
Few are the films that combine
serious filmmaking with the occult.
Rare are the films that do It well.
Writer/director Alan Parker does so
with his latest project. Angel Heart.

Voodoo pdncess Lisa Bonet and detective Mickey Rourke

The angel of the title Is Harry Angel
(Mickey Rourke), a small-time detective who usually specializes In divorce
cases. This time, he's hired by longnailed Louis Cyphre (Robert De Nlro).
Angel Is to find Johnny Favorite, a
singer who 12 years prior reneged on
a sizable debt.
The year Is 1955, and Angel's
search starts In his hometown of Brooklyn and finishes In New Orleans. Along
the way, he finds a few people who
can help. They all end up dead.
By the time Angel gets to New
Orleans, he Is a suspect In three
murders. There are more to come.
Rourke's performance In Angel
Heart is his latest in a series of parts
that can be best described as Intriguing. His characters In films such
as Body Heat, Diner and 9% Weeks
were odd, off-beat pieces that made
Rourke a hit with critics and audiences alike.
In Angel Heart, obvious lapses In his
characterization exist. From time to
time, his Brooklyn dialect disappears,
and he seems to forget that he is
playing Angel and not Rourke.
De Niro, as the eerily evil Louis
Cyphre, Is the poise and the charm of
Angel Heart. The billing as a "special
appearance" Is certainly a matter of
contract, yet It Is also relative to his
role In the film.
De Nlro dominates every scene In
which he appeals. His presence is

nothing short of overwhelming.
Making her motion picture debut,
Lisa Bonet puts In a performance that
rivals any other. She Is seductively
sensual In her role as Favorite's mulatto daughter, Plphany Proudfoot.
The true star of Angel Heart Is the
story and the script. It Is a gripping
tale that takes the viewer at the first
meeting ol Angel and Cyphre and
doesn't give up until Favorite's debt Is
paid.
This Is the classic good vs. evil
scenario, only the battle has already
been fought. The victor Is not revealed until the last reel.
The sheer power ot the film stems
directly from the stark Imagery with
which Parker fills the story. The real
shame Is that most ot the Imagery
cannot be understood, nor appreciated until the conclusion.
The X rating originally branded on
Angel Heart Is certainly a product of
this Imagery as the sexual content Is
quite tame. In the now-edited love
scene between Rourke and Bonet, the
water pouring m—ugh the roof turns
red with blood and the passion ends
with her screaming In pain and his
hands around her Meek with the Intent
to choke.
Angel Heart Is not the film for those
squeamish about the occult, shocking religious Imagery or chicken
blood. Vet, tor those not so faint of
heart, this .could t>« the movie of the
*eatv.Y.V.V.'.Y.
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In the bowels of the University
by Dan Phares
Friday reporter
For years, movies have fascinated audiences
with secret doors, hidden tunnels, lorbldden coves,
new worlds and secret passageways.
Some movies, such as "Raiders of the Lost Ark,"
give audiences the Idea ol a glorious adventure
with an archaeologist, while others haunt the
audience with trap doors and secret tunnels of a
haunted house. In a fictional setting, all these
elements mean adventures and thrills.
All of the main campus facilities are built on top
of a tunnel system. This tunnel system runs from three
to four miles long. It starts at the power plant and
ends at the Student Recreation Center. This system
supplies all of our utility needs except for gas. The
tunnels do not extend beneath Mercer Road, so the
stadium and Ice Arena have their utilities In "direct
burial," and heating Is provided by hot water
boilers.
The tunnels were first built around the time that
the University was founded. University, Moseley and
Hanna halls as well as the gymnasium (which Is now
Eppler South) were connected by a tunnel which
was about 400 feet to 500 leet In length.
Raymond Mlchaells, mechanical maintenance
coordinator, said, "As we progressively grew, the
tunnels were extended to these buildings to provide utilities." Since the University was started, the
tunnels have been made to extend 2,300 feet from

Billy Idol films
video at oastle
of heartbreak

the Centrex to Harshman Quadrangle, and across
Ridge Street to the Health Center.
There are several entrances to the tunnels. All
large dormitories and academic buildings have
gates In the mechanic's rooms or doors. "Grand
Master Keys" will open any door that leads to the
tunnels. Only a small number of people have
access to these keys.
Some of the doors are only 2Vi feet to 3 feet wide
covered by 2 feet by 4 feet metal. These sheets have
overlapping metal lips which are set In at an angle
to withstand the weight of heavy snow vehicles.
However, sometimes the sheets fall Into the tunnels
and maintenance department employees have to
go down Into the tunnels to pick them up.
"The way they are constructed, they have at least
8 Inches of concrete on the top with structured steel
or reinforcing rods In," Mlchaells said.
There are a few trouble spots In the campus
tunnel system — Eppler South and Eppler North,
according to John Spoores, plumber.
Mlchaells mentioned other problem areas. "We
have a bad water line between Hanna and McFall
that's In the process of being replaced. Right now,
we required or are In the process of requiring a
budget figure from a contractor so we can know
lust about how much money It's going to take to
replace that line. We're hoping we can find the
money. And I'm sure they will find the money rather
than water damage."
The tunnel's celling near the Education Building
has become weak due to the vehicles used in the
construction behind the Off-Campus Student Cen-

MIAMI (AP)-Coral Castle was
rockln' as splke-halred British guitarist
Billy Idol filmed a video at the edifice
of huge chunks of coral that Inspired
his latest single.
Idol said he wrote "Sweet Sixteen"
after seeing a TV documentary on the
castle, which was built by a heartbroken Edward Leedskalnln after the 16year-old girl he had planned to marry
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ter. "We're planning to remove and replace or
repair these areas," Mlchaells said. He asserted
that there Is no danger to any students.
"We also have had problems with the water and
electric mixing. They have 4,160 volts of electricity
going through the tunnel so when water pipes
break It becomes deadly," Mlchaells said.
Other problems are not so threatening. Raynaldo
Ybanes, plumber, re-called times when there were
skunks and roaches down In the tunnels. One time
he found a dead cat. However, they have never
found people In the tunnels.
Mlchaells said, "We don't like for them (students)
to be In mere because of the dangerous situations
they could get Into. Like maybe breaking off a pipe
... you know ... and we have small pipes from the
stream lines to the traps. We could become severely burned. Not only burned, but we have high
voltage In a number of lines that go to various
buildings."
Many buildings have alarms and cameras In
case a student does get into the tunnels. Centrex
has many cameras and both the Student Health
Center and Jerome Library are equipped with
alarms. As the number of University computers
Increases, so will fhe number of alarm systems
placed In me tunnel system.
According to Standards and Procedures, "going
tunneling" Is considered a criminal act and would
result In expulsion If a student were caught in the
tunnels. If It could be proven that there was no
malicious Intent, then the student would probably
be placed on strict probation.

spurned him.
The construction of the castle has
baffled engineers for years. Leedskalnln, who weighed lust over 100
pounds, put the rocks In place himself. He died In 1951.
The castle's perfectly balanced
doors weighing more than a ton can
be pushed open with one finger.
"It's great to see It." said Idol, who
filmed the video Monday. "It's my

dream come true." The video premiers March 27.
The manager of the castle was
unimpressed. "Sure it gets us in the
public eye, but we've had Julio Igleslas here," Clell Vlllella said.
Model Chris Bergmann, a high
school sophomore, played Idol's love
Interest. "When he drove up, I'm like,
dying," she said.

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

5<

DOWN

$
month

At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies at a very low
price. Our other services include binding, collating and a
self-serve workspace stocked with all the things you need
to put together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's. For
great copies. And great deals.
YUGO to the dealer outstanding in his field Qfh

DISHOP

FORD-NISSAN-YUGO
Rt. 25, Bowling Green, OH
353-5271

4|

4S&tfSf

M H0NIM —H ♦ 7S* A.H. AMOUNT (IHANCWO $4714. TAX, TITU IXTtA

kinko's
Open early Open late.
Open weekends.

113 Railroad St.
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Bowling only takes
will and a little skill
by Karln Nevlus
Friday reporter
There are many ways to show pleasure after successfully laying out 10
pins at the end of a bowling lane. The
clenched fist at the end of an
upraised arm Is a common gesture,
as well as a quick shuffling of both
leet as the knees lower and lift the
body In quick succession.
Of course, not all participants get
the chance to behave this way since
gutter balls do not normally warrant
much attention.
However, that Is the true beauty ot
the sport of bowling. Men and women
of all ages and physical capabilities
can bowl.
Dating back to 5000 B.C. In ancient
Egypt, the sport of bowling has
evolved Into an American pastime.
An article In the February 1986 Issue ol
Advertising Age stated that more than
100 million people In 90 countries
bowl at least one game a year. Nine
million are regular bowlers who participate in organized leagues.
The reasons for this popularity are
luring more people to the alleys each
year. For example, people can bowl

Friday photo by Mlchell* Thom«well
Mike Culotlo, Ireshman undecided major, celebrates a strike In the Buckeye
Room ol the Union.

year-round In heated, air-conditioned bowling centers.
Just who are the customers? They
are people found In offices and factories, restaurants and diners, big
houses and small houses. The stereotype of bowlers has long portrayed
them as beer-drinking, pot-bellied
rednecks and, although people fitting that description are free to bowl,
they are not the norm found at modern bowling alleys.
Jodl Easley, freshman marketing
major. Is currently enrolled In a University bowling class. "I don't think
there's any one type of bowler," Easley said. "You see all kinds of people
and all different skill levels."
The skill level Is the key to the sport.
It Is a strategy game but the original
learned basics of rolling the ball
down the lane do produce results,
and satisfaction for the bowler. As
Easley pointed out, "Both good and
bad players enjoy bowling."
A minimum of physical exertion Is
required, and players gain their own
Individual styles as they continue to
bowl. Even a beginner can get a
strike and earn the right to dance a
little on the lane. Experience only
causes the strikes (and dances) to
occur more frequently.
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CONGRATULATES ITS NEW ACTIVES:

MIKE SHERIDAN
GLENN WOOD
DAVE BUCK«t,no„y,

Summer & Fall Housing
Got ya stumped Bunkie?
Take a Break & Come See What

19 R.E. Management
Can do for you!
615SecondSt. 701 Fourth St. 640 Eighth St.
Thurstm Manor limited at Campus Manor

,, 505
GUauah
St. BIS
._, ....,
▼, ,,,,_,,_,,,,,,,,,,,.

,,, 352-93Q2
•..!.>. o , >-v.

-■ — ■~. ■»- — — — — ■^• — — — — ~.~.~.~.~i~.~.~.~.~.^

FRANK FUSCO
DAVE WALSH
TODD FOWLER
GARY DOERINGER
TODD BUTLER
PAUL McCUTCHEON
ROB HALLIER
JOHN BERKEBILE
HENRY GRENDELL
Special Congratulations to:
Glenn Wood & Chris Hawn
on their Phi Kappa Tau --Alpha Phi lavaliermg'' •'■'•
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Watching fortune's wheel spin
by Dave Buehler
Friday reporter
What does a guy who looks like the
perfect candidate tor the neighborhood friendly Ace Hardware man
and a beautiful, buxom blonde have
In common? A |ob on America's number one television game show,
"Wheel ot Fortune."
Imagine two game show hosts smiling, smiling, forever smiling. Imagine
electronic Images ot those 64 teeth
traveling on airwaves over a large
and modern Industrialized nation to
be received In the television sets of
23.6 million households — twice a
day.
Pat Sajak's and Vanna White's
smiles are a dental phenomenon to
rival the Carter Inaugeratlon. According to a US News « World Report
ranking of the 10 top game shows,
"Wheel of Fortune" Is flanked most
closely by "Jeopardy."
Some of the nation's die-hard "Fortune" tans can be found In Bowling
Green. Some believe they could suc-

ceed as contestants on the show.
"I could be great," said Leslie
Brown, senior children's services major. Brown used to watch the show as
much as twice a day.
At one time she thought seriously
about becoming a constestant, but
she never got around to applying.
Like most would-be contestants, she
said she can solve puzzles faster than
those who actually play the game.
The appeal of the wheel for Brown
began to wane and she now only
watches the show a couple of times a
week, at most.
What made Brown an addict In
those days? "I love to spend money. It
would be fun to make thousands ot
dollars and spend It In five minutes."
"I've always wanted to be Vanna
White," Brown said, adding that
White's "mindless letter turning"
would be an easy way to get rich.
White makes more than $100,000 a
year; Sajak clears more than hall a
million dollars, according to People
magazine
That Is not bad pay considering

Sa|ok said on the "Tonight Show" that
he works a maximum ot 10 days a
month filming the show.
Brown said she has some respect
for "Fortune" players because they
are screened and subsequently
trained before getting on the show.
Lukewarm fan Dave Maruna, a senior radlo-televlslon-fllm ma|or, Is not so
merciful. "They must grab Imbeciles — like the guy who guesses 'z.'"
He watches because "there's nothing
better on at that time."
Maruna wants to spend time on the
show, too. "My ambition In life Is to
take Pat Sajak's |ob. It's easy, he
makes a lot ot money and he gets to
be on stage with Vanna White."
Ken Llnhart. senior Interpersonal
and public communications major,
said he became "hooked" on "Wheel
ot Fortune" about a year ago. He
added, "You don't have to depend
on a washed-up actor like they do on
Hollywood Squares."
Llnhart said he likes Sajak because
he Is like a neighborhood barber who
jokes around with people without

embarasslng them, unlike fhe fate In
store for contestants on "Price Is
Right" or "Love Connection."
Two of the features of "Wheel of
Fortune" that appeal to Llnhart Is that
it moves slow enough for the viewer to
actively participate and Is not as
difficult as shows such as speed-olllghtnlng, trivia-bloated "Jeopardy."
Players merely spin a large wheel,
try not to land on bankrupt and guess
the words on the puzzle board, which
may be a phrase, person or thing.
Prizes to be shopped for on the
show may seem overpriced, If not
somewhat bizarre. How about a $950
crystal chess set. a $130 food dehydrator, $240 worth of microwave
cooking utensils or $360 worth of ice
cream making machinery? Of course
there Is always the glider set to fall
back on or the ceramic cheetahs.
Will tormer weatherman Sajak sustain a long enough television life to
attain the honor ot makeup-covered
wrinkles like the Immortal Bob Barker?
Could Vanna White ever lose her
timeless beauty? Keep tuning In at
11 a.m. or 7 p.m.
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All You Can EAT
Pizza Slices and Salad • $3.95
Sunday 2pm - 8pm

• now has •
Two Great 19 and Over Nights
Sunday 22nd- Relief Pitcher Night
"Tease-Shirt Contest"
Monday 23rd- College I.D. Night
"Spring Break Party"
* College I.D.—
Get in FREE
THE MOOSE IS LOOSE
this MONDAY

176 E. Wooster^ Free Delivery
352-4600
KOlM

•

*•■ K..COCO

THE FUNDRINKERY
19 and Over Sunday and
Monday only
1382-1876
Glenbyrne Center^)

